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ABSTRACT
In th is  investigation , the displacement response of a bounded 
e la s tic  medium is analyzed using a ray-trac ing  method coupled to a Monte- 
Carlo technique. The medium is  an e la s t ic , homogeneous, and iso trop ic  
solid  bounded by six a r b it r a r i ly  inclined stress-free  plane surfaces.
The wave-front curvature transformations due to the mode conversions a t 
the free surfaces are derived. For sampling the re flec ted  rays a t  the 
free  surface, the Russian-roulette algorithm is u t il iz e d .
Numerical calculations are given fo r the following three models:
a) A two-dimensional p la te  with s tress-free  boundaries. The
force is an impulsive d ila ta tio n a l wave located a t the point (0 ,0 ) .
b) A two-dimensional p la te  with s tress-free  boundaries. The
force is a un it normal stress acting a t the point (0 ,15 ) of the free  sur­
face. The force and the receiver are located a t the opposite sides of 
the p la te .
c) A two-dimensional p late  with s tress-free  boundaries. The
force is a un it normal stress acting a t the point (0 ,15 ) o f the free  sur­
face. The force and the receiver are located a t the upper surface of 
the p la te .
Computer algorithms are developed and the solutions o f the d is - 
placem ent-field components are p lotted fo r three d iffe re n t locations of
IV
the receiver fo r each model. Numerical resu lts  are compared with the 
generalized ray analyses conducted by Pao [4 ] and Pao e t a l .  [5 ] fo r the 
same geometry and the load conditions.
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1.1 L ite ratu re  Survey 
In th is  chapter, the problem Is defined with respect to non­
destructive testing o f m aterials followed by a review of early  research 
works in the l i te ra tu r e .  Moreover, both the geometrical ray approach 
and the Monte Carlo techniques are explained with sp ec ific  a llusion  to 
th e ir  applications in  f lu id  and so lid  acoustics, neutron transport, and 
ra d ia tiv e  heat tra n s fe r.
1 .1 .1  Problem D e fin itio n  
The structura l in te g r ity  o f some m aterials can be character­
ized through the stress waves generated from sources (cracks, growth of 
defects) in the medium. In order to sense these waves, which are also 
called  acoustic emission, transducers are often located on the surface 
of the medium. However, since the source is very often o f a random 
nature, the transducer can only pick up such signals a f te r  they have 
gone through many re fle c tio n s , see fo r example, Hsu [1 ] and Fig. 1 .1 .
In sp ite  of the fa c t th a t cracks or defects are located in  
the m aterial in a random fashion, analy tic  representations o f acoustic 
emission signals are s t i l l  based on determ in is tic  functions. This often 
leads to inaccurate results  and grossly lim its  its  exp lo ita tio n  as a
1
AX
P -  Y
Fig. 1.1 Ray tracing in a bounded solid medium.
1 -  transducer 
0 -  point of orig in
nondestructive testing  technique. Moreover, i t  is extremely d i f f ic u l t  
to obtain d e ta ils  o f the actual source o f the mechanism.
Only recently  has a tten tion  focused on representing acoustic 
emission by random processes. Egle [2 ,3 ]  and Pao e t a l .  [4 ,5 ,6 ]  have 
suggested i t  might be best to co rre la te  the wave behavior in the mate­
r ia l  with the observation on the transducer in order to re a liz e  the 
great potential of th is  technique in understanding mechanical properties  
o f so lids . In order to q u a n tita tiv e ly  analyze the response o f the trans­
ducer to the source function inside the e la s tic  solid  (m a te r ia l) , i t  is 
essential to simulate the source, id e n tify  the most predominant of the 
body waves, and characterize the stress waves in  a p ro b a b ilis tic  form.
The present investigation  applies a ray-trac ing  technique 
coupled to the Monte Carlo method fo r determining the response at a 
point on the surface o f a bounded e la s tic  body excited by a compres­
sional source. This method is  fu rth er expanded to include other types 
o f sources and so provides a valuable aid in acoustic emission research.
1 .1 .2  Survey o f Previous Research 
Since Lamb's c lassic paper [7 ] in 1904 on the propagation of a 
tremor over the surface o f a s e m i-in fin ite  e la s tic  s o lid , tremendous 
e ffo r ts  have been devoted to the study o f the e la s tic  wave motion and 
the resolving o f the consequent complex in teg ra ls ; see also [8 ,9 ] .
Bromwich [1 0 ], fo r  instance, expressed wave motion in a series 
of pulses by expanding the formal solution o f e la s tic  waves in negative 
powers o f exponentials, a method which was used by Muskat and Pekeris 
[11 ,12 ,13 ] to obtain formal solutions to e la s tic  wave problems. This 
method o f expansion could be very tedious when solving the more complex but
but in te res tin g  problems. Also, in 1919, by representing sinusoidal 
spherical waves in terms of plane waves, Weyl [14] was able to study 
the propagation o f radio waves generated by a dipole near the f l a t  
earth . His method was la te r  extended to a rb itra ry  wave shapes by 
Poritsky [1 5 ].
However, most of these techniques give solutions in a closed 
form not amenable to numerical ca lcu la tions , since many parameters in tro ­
duced can hardly be accounted fo r . Even a fte r  the development of 
d ire c t methods o f inversion of the relevant in teg ra ls  by Cagniard [1 5 ],  
many in vestig a to rs , lik e  Lapwood [1 7 ], Pekeris e t a l .  [18] and Pinney 
[1 9 ,2 0 ], s t i l l  resorted to d iffe re n t asymptotic techniques. One o f these 
methods often adopted by Pekeris uses plane-wave approximations which 
assume th a t the source function is  e ith e r o f a short duration or o f high 
frequency content. In th is  case l ik e  in Lamb's work, Bessel functions in  
the in teg ra l are represented with th e ir  asymptotic expressions. In an 
attempt to give numerical calcu lations in his work on surface motion due 
to a point source in a s e m i-in fin ite  e la s tic  medium, Pinney [1 9 ,2 0 ], as 
i t  was la te r  shown by Pekeris and Longman [1 2 ], used a method o f evalua­
tion  o f the in tegrals  which became inaccurate ju s t a t the point o f in te re s t.
Knofoff, e t a l.  [21] on the other hand adopted a generalized  
ray approach, a technique which considers only the predominant part 
of the wave motion near the a rr iv a l time. Both normal mode and the 
generalized-ray methods also required the Bromwich expansion. Besides, 
the generalized-ray method becomes increasingly in e ff ic ie n t fo r  m u lti­
re flec ted  rays since, as Pao [4 ] pointed out, the number o f in tegra ls  
to evaluate increases as 2m + 1 where m is the number of re flec tio n s
of each ray path. This also lim its  its  use in studying long term 
response.
Another in te res tin g  method is a geom etrical-ray approach 
which Chopra [22] used to give a formal solution fo r a compressional 
point source in  an in te rn a l stratum. In the same work, assuming a har­
monic source, he represented the p o ten tia l fo r a point source o f com­
pressional waves by Sommerfeld's in te g ra l. Since th is  in teg ra l fo r a 
spherical point source can be regarded as a superposition of plane 
waves [1 3 ], he expanded i t  using Bromwich's method. He la te r  evaluated 
the displacement corresponding to two of the successive terms in the 
expansion by the saddle-point approximation. He did conclude, however, 
that the two methods yie lded the same re s u lt.
Although the geometric ray has some geometric involvement, i t  
gives a b e tte r in s ig h t in to  the mode conversion phenomenon and is  
applied in  th is  present research work.
1.2 Geometrical-Ray Approach
The geom etrical-ray approach fo r  solving wave propagation is 
an asymptotic approximation va lid  only in  the fa r  f ie ld  o f the source. 
The technique is  w ell known and has been used extensively in  optics 
and f lu id  acoustics. In so lid  acoustics, the geom etrical-ray approach 
has not been as widely used as the more formal generalized-ray methods, 
summarized by Pao [ 4 ]  or the Bromwich-expansion method (see, for 
example, Newlands [2 3 ], Hong [2 4 ,2 5 ]).
The major disadvantage o f the simple ray-trac ing  approach is 
that i t  cannot account fo r  several near f ie ld  e ffe c ts , including coni­
cal or head waves, and the generation o f surface waves. I t  is shown in
the la te r  chapters th a t th is  approach, when the re frac tio n  o f mode 
conversions of waves transmitted into  d iffe re n t media are properly 
accounted fo r , does y ie ld  the correct fa r - f ie ld  results fo r body waves. 
This geom etrical-ray approach, i f  modified to account fo r the genera­
tion of surface waves, can be used to compute the response a t 
any point on the surface of a solid bounded by planes.
Given a point source, the d irec tio n  cosines of a ray, and the 
defined geometry o f the boundary planes, i t  is  possible to determine 
the point o f in tersection  of the ray and the impinged plane. Because 
of the mode conversion phenomenon in e la s tic  waves a fte r  re fle c tio n  
(see Fig. 1 .2 ) ,  i t  becomes necessary to pursue two rays: both P- and S-
waves a fte r  re fle c tio n . This makes the number o f d iffe re n t rays to 
trace down a fte r  a few re flec tio n s  enormous and, hence, ray tracing in 
the conventional sense becomes im practicable. This problem is  avoided 
by using the Russian-roulette method— a special form of importance- 
sampling technique whereby functions of less importance are elim inated  
and the resulting bias reduced by increasing the weight o f the remain­
ing function. Thus, in th is  app lication , the Russian-roulette method 
is applied to select one of the re flected  rays to continue trac ing .
This process is continued fo r a cumulative time t^ < where t„ ,„
C — (TlaX iTlaX
is the predetermined time fo r  ending the calcu lation  (see Fig. 1 .3 ) .
This process of selecting a ray emanating from the source, 
weighting according to the source type and tracing  that ray as i t  re ­
fle c ts  from the boundaries o f the media is repeated many times. When­
ever a ray s trikes the part of the surface on which the transducer is  
located, the time of h it  is recorded and the displacement components
(a) Incident P-Waves (b) Incident SV-Waves
Fig. 1.2 Plane waves incident upon a s tress-free surface.
p. -  incident P-waves 1
- incident SV-waves
- re flec ted  SV-waves 
Pp - re flec ted  P-waves
e -  incident or re flected  angle fo r P-waves 
f  -  incident or reflected  angle fo r SV-waves
Fig. 1.3a. Conventional ray-tracing approach.
■F* y
Fig. 1.3b. Ray tracing with an application  
of Russian rou le tte .
under the transducer are calculated. The cumulative displacement then 
gives the response of the so lid  to the source being simulated.
1.3 Monte Carlo Technique 
This is  a method of s ta t is t ic a l  t r ia ls  used fo r  solving prob­
lems of computational mathematics [2 6 ] .  I t  involves the construction  
of some random process fo r  the problem a t hand and equating i ts  para­
meters to the required physical quantities in the problem. By calcula­
ting  the s ta t is t ic a l  characteristics from the observation o f the para­
meters of the random process, those o f  the physical quantities  can also 
be computed.
This technique has recently received wide application in  
neutron transport, f lu id ,  and room acoustics [2 7 ,2 8 ] .  Haviland e t  a l .  
[28] proposed i t  fo r  determining the acoustical pressure-time history  
in a spatia l enclosure by tracing acoustical rays. They used i t  to 
calculate the ultimate average pressure in  a given rectangular room 
and found th e ir  resu lt  to  compare reasonably well with known solutions. 
They have only considered a simple case o f  re flec tion  instead of com­
plex cases l ike  curved boundaries, cases involving re frac tion  or e la s t ic  
waves where modes of re f lec tio n  should be taken into consideration. 
Stockham [29] and Turner [30] had also extended i ts  application to 
rad ia tive  heat transfer.
1.4 The Main Objective o f Research 
In l ig h t  o f  the above, i t  was considered best to attack this  
problem by combining the Monte Carlo method with a geometrical ray 
tracing technique. Therefore, the following tasks are the objectives
of th is  research:
1) Simulation of the compressional and the transverse 
(shear) waves emitting from an impulsive point source.
The solid is assumed to be e la s t ic ,  isotropic, and 
homogeneous.
2) The study o f the response of a bounded e las tic  solid due 
to an impulsive compressional point source with specific  
reference to:
a. An isotropic and homogeneous solid body bounded by 
six a r b i t r a r i l y  inclined planes. Surfaces are stress 
free .
b. An isotropic and homogeneous e la s t ic  plate with the 
s tress-free  surfaces
3) Determination of mode conversion a f te r  re flec tion  on a 
stress-free surface, using the Russian-roulette technique 
and computation of the displacements fo r both incident 
and reflected  waves including P-P, P-SV, SV-SV, and SV-P.
4) Development of a computer algorithm for the ray trac ing ,  
boundary reflections, and displacement computations.
5) Application of the above methodology to give numerical 
calculations for:
a. The response o f an e la s t ic  p la te  due to an impulsive 
point source.
b. Response of a plate to a un it  normal stress with a 
square pulse time function applied to the surface of  
the p late.
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6) Analysis of the results , comparison with known existing  
analytical and experimental results and recommendations for  
future research.
CHAPTER I I
PHYSICS OF THE PROBLEM AND MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
One of the distinguishing characteristics  in the study of  
e la s t ic  waves in a bounded medium is the occurrence of the mode con­
version phenomenon whereby two d if fe re n t  types of waves are generated 
a fte r  re f lec tio n  a t a free surface. This does account fo r  the re la t iv e  
complexities of i t s  problems as compared to those of e ith er  acoustic or 
electro-magnetic waves. Therefore, due considerations are given to the 
physics involved when theoretical bases are formulated.
With th is  understanding in mind, in th is  chapter, bases fo r
using a Monte Carlo approach fo r  the ray emission from a point source
are examined, followed by the Russian-roulette method for selecting the 
reflected ray, re flec tion  of the plane waves a t  the free surface, and 
the curvature due to re f lec tio n  of waves. Applications to both two- and 
three-dimensional cases are given.
2.1 Monte Carlo Formulation
In th is  section, we make use of a random number generator to
determine the vector d irection  of each ray coming from a point source
in such a way that i t  possesses an equal d is tr ib u t io n  over a l l  d irec ­
tions of a sphere.
F i r s t ly ,  le t  us recount some relevant portions of the theory
12
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of probability  (see Lindgren [31 ] and Shootnan [3 2 ] ) .
A d is tr ib u tio n  function is defined as [31] the probab ility  of
a random variable X(u) induced in a sample space i . e . ,
F(X) = P(X < X), F(x) = P(X < x)
or
F(q) = P(X < q) 
and obeying the following axioms of a probab ility  space.
(a) Û < F(x) < 1
(b)  F(-« )  = 0, F ( . )  = 1  (2
(c) F(x) <_ F(y) whenever x < y
(d) lim F(y) = F(x) 
y x'*’
A d is tr ibution  function could be discrete or continuous depending on 
whether the probab ility  is assigned in discrete amounts a t  isolated  
places or 'spread' over an interval o f values.
The deriva tive  of a d is tr ib u tio n  function is called the 
density function which can be expressed as
F ( * l  = PIX 1  X)
f(x)dx = P(X £  X  + dx) -  P(X £  x) (2 .2)
f(x)dx = P(x < X < X + dx)
In the case of a continuous function, the probability  d is tr ib u t io n  can
be set by specifying the density function which should s a t is fy  the
following properties:
f ( x )  > 0 (2 . 3)
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and
f(x)dx  = 1
Therefore, the d is tr ibu tion  function can be defined as
F(x) = P(X £  x) = f(u)du
From here, i t  follows that
P(a £  X < b) = f(x)dx (2 .4)
which shows that as a d e f in i te  in te g ra l,  a d is tr ibu tion  function can be 
interpreted as an area under a curve.
S im ila r ly , in the case of a m ultip le  random variab le , we can 
define a cumulative d is tr ib u t io n  function i f  the jo in t  density function  
$(o ,$) sa t is f ie s  the following conditions:
4>(0,i!))dod(|) = 1
and
4 ( 0 ,$) _> Û fo r  t
-00 < Q < CD
(2 .5 )
-00 < d) < 00
The random variables 0 , *  could be dependent or independent.
I f  i t  is assumed that Q and <{) are two independent random 
variab les , then th e ir  density functions can be w ritten as the product 
of the two marginal density functions.




f(4 )d 4  = [
*(G,4)d4]dO
'(8 ,* )d 0 ]d *  (2 .7 )
and g(â) and f(<ii) are the marginal density functions. Hence, the 
probab ility  (cumulative) d is tr ibu tion  functions can be determined as
0
6 ( 0 ) = g(o)d6 (2.8a)
and
F(*) = f((j))dij) (2 .8b)
0
2.1.1 Ray Emission from a Point Source
In this analysis , the above probab ility  principles are applied
for both the three-dimensional and two-dimensional cases. See Turner
[30] and Stockham [29] fo r  more d e ta ils .
A Three-Dimensional Case. Let us assume that a ray emanating
from a point source at 0 is isotropic (see Fig. 2 .1 ) ,  i . e . ,  both the
cosine of the polar angle, o, and the axiniuthal angle, (|^ , are considered
uniformly distributed in the interval ( - 1 ,  +1) and (0.2ir), respectively  
for
0 ^  6 _< Tl
0 <_ (j) £  2ir
Since the number of emissions from a point source 




Fig. 2.1 Emission of ray from a point source,
'I' - azimuthal angle 
Ü - polar angle 
r - position vector 
0 - point of origin
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proportional to the area of the surface, then the number o f emissions 
from a point 0 can be written as
_ dA' _ rsinod*rdo _ sin d(j>de to n \
47r
where
N -  to ta l  number of emissions
dA' -  area of the d i f fe re n t ia l  surface
A - area of the sphere
Since
Z tt it
sinüdedcj) _  ^
" 4 ^ —  ^
0 0
and
> 0 for 0 < 0 < IT and 0 < é  < 2 t t
4  IT —  
then, we can define
* (8 ,+ )  = i i o l
as the jo in t  p robab ility  density function of the random variables o and 
<|) and determine i ts  associated cumulative d is tr ibution  function.
Determination of the Marginal Density Functions 
and Their Probability  D is tribution  Functions
I f  we assume that 0 and * are two independent random v a r i ­
ables, then th e ir  jo in t  density function from equation (2 .6 )  above, 
becomes
4 ( 0 , * )  = g ( 0 )f(<ti)
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where
g ( 0 )do = [
and
g(e) and f (^ )  are the marginal density functions
2 II
'si nod I  _ sin o
S im ila r ly ,
g(o) =




( 2 . 10)
I . e . ,
f ( * )
1
2II
( 2 . 1 1 )
Therefore, the associated probability  d is tr ibutions  can be 
determined by integrating equations (2.IQ) and (2.11) over e and ifi, 
respectively.
G(0) sin 0 de = 1/2(1 - cos e)
F(^) = ÉL = JL2ïï 2 II
where G(o), F (* )  are the probability  d is tr ib u tio n s .
I t  could be observed that as cos 6 varies from -1 to +1, 
G(e) varies from 1 to 0. Therefore, i t  is appropriate to set
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[1 -G (0 ) ]  which varies in the in terval [0 ,1 ]  equal to a random number 
say.
S im ila rly , since F (* )  varies in the interval [0 ,1 ]  as >p varies  
2 ,
[ 1 ,0 ] ,  i . e . .
Rg[0,l], 
from 0 to , F(^) can be equated to a random number in the interval
Rg -  1 - G(o)
Rg = 1 - 1/2(1 -  cos g) 
Rg = l/2 (cos  0 + 1 )
The directions of emission can be determined by 
cos 0 = 2Rg - 1 (-1 1  cos 0 _< + 1)
0 = 2nR  ^ ( 0 £ > j ) £ 2 ï ï )  (2 .1 3 )
Hence, any ray emanating from the point, 0 can be represented by a 
vector,
r  = %i + mj + nk (2 .1 4 )
where &, m, and n are the d irection  cosines
z = cos i|- sin Ü
m = sin if sin 0
n = cos 0
A Two-Dimensional Case. In th is  case, the number of emissions 
is given as (see Fig. 2 .2 )
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Fig. 2 .2 . Direction o f emission - 
two-dimensional case.
Fig. 2 .3 . Average energy transmission across 
aS with incident shear waves.
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Since 2n
’ do _ T
0
and
J -  > 0 fo r  0 < Ü < 1 Zv — —
the density function f(G) is taken as l /2n .
In order to find the d is tr ibution  function, G(e), equation 
(2 .11) is integrated to give
' f # ' # 7
Since G(0 ) varies within the l im its  [0 ,1 /2 ]  as 0 varies 
between (o i  0 i  it) and G(e) varies between [1 /2 ,0 ]  as 0 varies be­
tween (if < 0 < 2ir), we can equate G(0) to a random number R which 
varies between r ^(0,1 ) ,  see Fig.
Thus, i f  Rafails between (0 <_ R j^  ^ 1 /2 ) ,
s '  l'a
therefore,
0 = 2ttR^j
but i f  Rafails between (1/2  < Ftg< 1 ) ,  the ray is emitted outside the 
plate.
Therefore, the d irection cosines are
22
A =  C O S  0
n - s i n o  (2-151
Table 2.1 shows the summary of the d is tr ib u tio n  functions and the d irec ­
tion of emission.
2 .1 .2  Russian Roulette 
The Russian-roulette technique is  used in this work, as 
mentioned e a r l ie r ,  to select and trace down the path history of the 
more important o f the two rays produced by each re f le c t io n .  The f r e ­
quency of occurrence of the waveform chosen depends on both the nature 
of the incident ray and the ra t io  of the energy d is tr ib u tio n  a t the 
point of re f lec tio n . As mentioned in the e a r l ie r  chapter, the incident 
ray on re f lec t io n  a t a free surface generates two other rays. There­
fo re , fo r energy considerations, we can assume tha t there is no energy 
loss a t  the point of re f lec t io n . Achenbach [33 ,34 ,35] represented th is  
fo r  incident P-waves as
(2 - '5 )
where A^, A-j, and Ag are the amplitudes of the incident P-wave, re f le c ­
ted P-wave and the reflected S-V wave, respectively.
Cy, are the torsional wave speed and the d i la ta t io n a l  
wave speed, respectively, 
e -  angle of incidence for P-waves. 
f  -  re flected  angle fo r  SV-waves.
Since in th is  work, the incident angle a lternates a f te r  re ­
f le c t io n  depending on the reflected wave chosen, i t  is essential to
derive a s im ila r  equation for the incident shear waves.
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g(G), f ( * )
DISTRIBUTION 
FUNCTION 
G(e), F (* )
DIRECTION 
OF EMISSION
3-D . _ sin 0 de d*
9 ( 0 ) = ^ G( U) " ^( 1 “ C O S  o) C O S  0 = 2R, -  10
(1 -  £  C O S  _< + 1 )
 ^ 4ii
f ( « )  = ^ F (* )  = ^ <j> = 2nRy 
(0 £  * £  2ïï)
2-D f ( 0 )  = gL G(o) = i 0 = 2nRjj
(0 £  0 £  2n)
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Energy Decomposition due to an Incident 
Shear Wave
Let us examine a beam of an incident SV-wave of cross- 
sectional area aS^. A fter re f le c t io n ,  i t  generates both P- and SV- 
waves of cross-sectional areas aS^  and aS^, respectively. Assuming that  
the surface is traction  free and the energy is conserved a f te r  re f le c ­
t io n , the energy transmissions across AS becomes (see Fig. 2 .3 ,  page 20).
< Py > incident = < Py > reflected + < Py > reflected (2.17)
i . e . ,
2 2 2 
^  u ^  (Aq)^aSo = ^  w ^  (A^)^AS^ + ^(x + 2y) ^  (A2 )^aS2 (2.17a)
But aSq = aS-| = AS cos f  fo r both the incident and the re flec ted  shear 
waves and AS^  = AS cos e for the re flected  P-waves where 
f  = incident or reflected angle for shear waves 
e = angle of re flec tion  for P-waves 
Therefore, equation (2.17a) becomes
2 2 2 
^  w ^  (Aq)^aS c o s  f  ^  M ^  (A-|)^aS c o s  f  + ^(A + 2|i) ^  (Agj^AS cos e
(2.17b)
2
Dividing equation (2.17b) through by ^  ^  (A^)^aS cos f  and noting that
C, 2 p
(a + 2 u)/\i = ( ^ )  = k
we have
The terms Ag/A^, A^/A^ are in fact the coeffic ients  of reflections of 
the reflected P and SV waves, respectively. We would then rewrite the 
equation as:
o   ?
(2.18a)(Rss)^ + (Rcd)^ = 1cos f  SP'
where
Rgp -  c o e ff ic ie n t  of re f lec tio n  of an incident shear wave 
reflected as a d i la ta t io n a l  wave.
Rgg - c o e ff ic ien t of re f lec tio n  of an incident shear wave 
reflected without a mode conversion.
According to Achenbach [3 3 ] ,
5   k sin 4 f
SP " sin 2 f  sin 2e + cos^ 2f
5 = sin 2 f  sin 2e -  k  ^ cos^ 2 f
SS sin 2 f  sin 2e + k  ^ cos^ 2f
(2.19a)
(2.19b)
S im ila rly , equation (2 .16) could be rewritten as
(Rpp)Z + f S I 4  (Rdc)^ = 1k cos e ' PS' (2.16a)
where Rpp, Rpg are the coeffic ients  of re flec tion  of P-waves reflected  
as P- and SV-waves, respectively.
> _ sin 2e sin 2 f  -  cos- 2f
PP sin 2e sin 2 f  + cos^ 2f
) = 2k sin 2e cos 2f
PS sin 2e sin 2 f  + cos^ 2f
(2.20a)
(2.20b)
For computation purposes, l e t  us put cos e = ( l - k ^  s in^f)^  in
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equations (2.19a, b).
Therefore, equations (2 .17a, b) become
n _ __________ 4 sin f  cos f  ( 1 - 2  sin^f)________
SP ( 1 - 2  sin^f)^ + 4 sin^f cos f(a^ - sin^f)is  ^ ' '
D -  (1 - s in ^fjz  -  4  sin^f cos f(a^ - s in^f)^
SS (1 - s in^f)^  + 4 sin^f cos f(a^ - sin^f)%
S im ila rly , by putting
sin f  = sin e /k
cos f  = (1 - sin^e/k^)^
and noting that Cy/C^ = a, we can write  equations (2 .20a, b) as
D - (1 -  2a^ s in -e) -  4a^ sin^e cos e ( l  -  a  ^ sin^e)^ \
PP (1 -  2a^ sin^e) + 4a^ sin^e cos e ( l  -  a  ^sin^e)^  ^ ' '
n ____________4a sin e cos e ( l  -  2a^ sin^e)
PS ” (1 -  2a^ sin^e)^ + 4a^ sin^e cos e ( l  -  a^sin^e)^
e, f  are the incident angles fo r  P- and SV-waves, respectively.
2.2 Reflection of Plane Waves at a Stress-Free Surface 
In th is  section, equations are derived fo r  locating the point 
of re flec tion  and fo r  determining the direction of the ray path a f te r  
re flec tion .
Suppose that the equation of a plane is represented as
A^x +  B-jy + C-|Z + D = 0
where A-j, , and C-j are the d irection  numbers. Then, the normal
vector to the plane is
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A-|i + + C-|k
Therefore, the unit normal vector is
^ A-, i + B, j  + C-, k
R =  - - 1- . . X .. (2 .2 3 )
/ aJ + B^  +
The equation of the s tra ig h t l in e  incident on the plane with the 
d irection  numbers A, y, and v from the point (x^ , y-j, z-|) can be
w ritten  as
x -x ^  y - y ^  z - z ^
The un it  vector U incident on the plane becomes
U = ^ t  (2 .24)
+ y^ +
Having known the incident ray, U and the unit normal vector to the 
plane, R then the reflected ray, V from Fig. 2 .4 can be represented as
V = A  ^ R + B^  Y (2 .25)
where A  ^ = - U-R and
But
Y = R X  (U X  R) (2.26)
Therefore, ^ ^ ^ ^







Fi g. 2 .4 .  D irection of the re f lec ted  ray.
(a) P-wave is incident and 
SV-wave is re f lec ted
(b) P-wave is incident and re flec ted
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For a plane case,
R = (c ,n )
U = ( m , v )
Therefore,
Y = R X (U X R)
Y -  [p(n)^ - v (n ) ( ç ) ] j  - [p ( ç ) (n) +




g = (pj +  v k )  • p(n)^j = 1
'  tw(n)==]^ ^
V = (-U • R) R +
But n = - 1 for the upper plane.
.'. V = pj -  vk (2.28)
2.2.1 Point of Intersection  
We know from elementary geometry that the point of intersection  
between a plane
AjX + B^y + C^z + = 0
and the line
X  = x' + Aro
y = y ' + pro
z = z' + vrQ
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could be obtained by substituting for x, y , and z in the equation of the 
former, i . e . ,  A^-{x' + xr^) + B^(y' + yr^) + C^(z‘ + vr^) + = 0.
From here
A.x' + B.y' + C.z' + D.
"^0 "  A . X  +  B . y  +  C . v
Therefore, the point of impingement becomes 
X = x' + xr^
y = y '  + pr^ (2.30)
z = z ‘ + vr^
I t  is worth noting here that since U is a directed ray, r^ is in fac t  
the radial distance from the origin to the point of impingement. This 
fa c t is la te r  used as a c r ite r io n  for finding which of the six possible 
inclined planes is impinged by the ray.
2.3 Wavefront Curvature Due to Reflection of 
P-SV Wave a t  a Stress-Free Surface
The solution to the problem of re f lec tio n  in an e las tic  homo­
geneous isotropic s em i- in f in ite  medium has been studied by Chopra [22 ].  
In his work, he used harmonic point source and treated the problem by 
using the Sommerfield technique of deforming the contours and approxi­
mating the branch l ine  by saddle-point approximation. He has demon­
strated that the ray-theory approach gives the same result without the 
complexity of the former.
Therefore, the application of the ray-theory approximation is 
used in th is  section to calculate the displacements of an impulsive 
P-SV wave reflected from an e las tic  isotropic plane and the resu lt
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is extended to the form applicable for our purpose.
For an isotropic solid body, the equation of the wave pro­
pagation can be represented as
(a + u ) v v - u  + pVu + Pf = pu (2 .31)
where
u - displacement vector 
p - density o f  the medium 
p,A -  Lame's constants for the material 
f  -  body force vector
For the case of an impulsive d i la ta t io n a l point source with axial 
symmetry about the z -ax is ,  the equation can be reduced in cylindrica l  
coordinates to(see [2 2 ,3 6 ,3 7 ] ) :
where
?2 = ^  + 1  A .  + 3
ar^ r  ar dz^
f^ = 6(z -  z ^ )6 (r )  H(R - Cj_t)
■
-  are d i la ta t io n a l  and shear wave displacement 
poten tia ls , respectively.
u  =  M . _ ÊlL w = ^  + - ^  +
ar az ’ Dz 3r r
u,w -  displacement components
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2.3.1  Displacement Amplitude 
Let us suppose that the displacement potentia l of a ray emana­
ting from a point source, 0 (see Fig. 2 .5) is represented as
1-0 = ^  H (R -  C i t )  ( 2 . 3 2 )
H (t) -  heaviside u n it  function
R - to ta l distance from point, 0 to the point of impingement
C|^  -  velocity  of d i la ta t io n  waves 
t  -  time of a r r iv a l
At point A, the intersection of the ray and the plane boundary, 
the displacement due to the wave is
1 1 
^  ^  ô(R - C^t) -  p -  H(R -  C^t)
I f  i t  is assumed that the distance OA is very large as compared with 
the wavelength of the waves, we can then assume that the term l/R?tends 
to zero. Therefore,
W  " R ^^^1 ■ ^ i t )
where R-j is  the distance from the point 0  to the point of intersection
of the ray and the f i r s t  plane. Therefore, the amplitude of the wave
at A is given as
A, = i  (2 .33)
The displacement amplitude at A a f te r  re f lec tio n  can be gotten by m u lt i ­
plying equation (2 .33) by the appropriate c o e ff ic ie n t  of re f le c t io n .
The re f lec t io n  a t  the free surface is treated as a plane wave 





Fig. 2.5a. P-wave emitted from a point source.
z
Fig. 2.5b. Mode conversion and the imaginary 
point source— P-SV waves.
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and the equivoluminal waves are
^APP ~ ^PP (2.34a)
^APS “ \  '^ PS (2.34b)
where
Aapp - displacement amplitude of the reflected P-P waves 
at point A.
Aaps - displacement amplitude of re flec ted  P-SV waves at  
point A.
Rpp.Rps - corresponding coeffic ients  o f re f lec t io n ,  see 
equations ( 2 . 2 2 a, b)
Therefore, i t  may be possible to find the displacement ampli­
tude a t  a point, E (see Fig. 2 .5 ) ,  once the amplitude at point A has been 
determined. In other words, any subsequent amplitude can be w ritten  as
Ae p s  = Aa  Rps ( 2 . 3 5 )
where K is the curvature factor which is the subject matter of the next 
section.
2 .3 .2  Wavefront Curvature due to Reflection  
I f  two close incident P rays, inclined a t an angle de, and 
orig inating  at the same point, 0  are examined, i t  can be observed that 
the reflected rays appear to have originated from the point O-j, instead 
of 0; see also [38] and Bremmer [39].
Suppose there is a mode conversion a f te r  re f le c t io n ,  i . e . ,  the 







Fig. 2 .6 . Displacement of the P-SV waves: geometrical derivation
0  —  real point source 
— apparent point source 
h i — distance of the apparent point source from the horizontal plane 
h — distance of the true point source from the horizontal plane 
e —  incident angle of the P-waves 
f  —  reflected angle of the S-waves
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R^  = h sec e
R' = sec f
e -  incident angle 
f  -  re flec ted  angle
2
df _ h sec e 
sec^ f
(2.36)
From S n e ll 's law
Cj sin e = sin f  (2.37)
By d if fe re n t ia t in g  equation (2 .3 7 ) .  we have
r
d f _ L cos e _ sin f  cos e 
de Cj cos f  sin e cos f
By combining equations (2.36) and (2 .3 8 ) .  we a rr ive  a t
(2.38)
= h f  sin e ( 2 . 3 9 )
sin f  cos e
When the incident angle, e and reflected angle, f  are equal, i . e . ,  a 
case of PP-waves, then
h^  = h (2.39a)
I f  the area O^EF is rotated about the z -a x is ,  i t  could be seen 
that the same quantity of energy passes through the areas o f  both sur­
faces generated, ABCD and EFGH per unit time.
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Therefore, the amplitudes in the ray P-SV of A and E a f te r  
re f le c t io n ,  are in the l im it in g  ra t io  of the square roots o f th e ir  areas.
'EPS O T i - ) ’'  'APS
where A^pg -  amplitude o f  reflected P-SV waves at the point E. There­
fore ,
^(0 ]A)(SA) < ^
*EPS " [(O iE )(PE)] ^APS
h^  sec f  R.| sin e dfdx ^
 ^ [(h^ sec f  + RgltRi sin e + Rg sin f)dfdx^ *APS
= K^A^pg
where
h.| sec f  R^  sin e 
^  ~ (h  ^ sec f  + Rgït&i sin e + Rg sin f )  (2 .40 )
K = the wavefront curvature factor
By dividing numerator and denominator o f  equation (2 .40) by sin f ,  we 
can rewrite  K as
C|
hi sec f  ^  R^
K = ----------------------  I
C,
(h  ^ sec f  + R2 ) ( 0  R] + R2 )
I f  we w r ite ,
R^  = h^  sec f
R; = \ / C j  R^
then
R R"
" (Rj + RgjfR^ + Rg) (2 .40a)
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For a P-P wave,
Therefore,
= R'' = R^
K = ( 2  40b)
I t  is easily  seen that the curvature factor a tta ins  i t s  maximum
value when we have a d ire c t  h i t  (or a case of zero re f le c t io n ) .  In that
2
case, R is zero in both equations (2 .40a ,b ).
2 .3 ,3  Wavefront Curvature for M ultip le  Reflected Rays 
In the case o f multip le  reflected rays, the curvature factor  
has the same form as the equation (2 .40) above with the only difference  
that in addition to the radia l distance Rg, other distances l ik e  Rg, R^, 
and so on, are present in equation (2.40) as w ell.
Let us examine the expression fo r  K for a PSP wave, a case of a 
double reflected ray (see Fig. 2 .7a ).  From the figure
0^  A x SA Og E X  PE 
*^ 2 ^  ( o ^  E X PE^^Og M X  SM^
0^  A X  SA X  Og E 0^  A X  Og E X SA
^  E X  OgM X  SM " 0^  E X  OgM x  SM
(h  ^ sec f)(hg sec e)(R-| sin e)
(h-| sec f  + Rg)(h2  sec e + R2 )(R^ sin e + Rg sin f  + R^sin  e) (2-Al)
The above equation is s im ilar in form to equation (2 .4 0 ) ,  
S im ila r ly , fo r  a PSPS wave with t r ip le  re f lec tio n s , the 
expression for the wave curvature becomes from Fig. 2.7b,
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0
Fig. 2.7a. Mode conversion a t  a free surface, 
(a) PSP waves
rFig. 2.7b. Mode conversion a t  a free surface, 
(b) PSPS waves
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hg sec f  hg sec e sec f  




^ 3  ~ R-| sin e + Rg sin f  + Rg sin e + sin f
Y -  the ra t io  of the horizontal distance of the f i r s t  point of 
re f lec t ion  from the source to the horizontal distance o f the 
transducer (rece iver) from the source (see Fig. 2 .7 ) .
In general fo r  a two-dimensional case, the curvature fac tor  
can be w ritten  by induction as
n
y .  ti h. sec 6 .
-----------------------  (2 .43 )
and
^i =
R^  sin w.|
n
R-| sin ÜJ.J + z R^ +^  sin e^ . 
i =1
r e - I T  
1 - i f
-  the i - t h  angle of re flec tion
e - i f  the re flected  ray is a P-wave
the re flected  ray is an S-V wave 
h^  -  the perpendicular distance from the i - t h  imaginary 
(apparent) source to the i - t h  re f lec t in g  plane 
(aj.| -  the incident angle at the point o f  f i r s t  re f lec t io n
sin u). cos^o.
“ Tin cos4„. <N-1 + «1 “i )  '=2.........n
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r  e - i f  the incit 
L  f -  i f  the incil
dent ray is a P-wave 
ident ray is an SV-wave
n = number of reflections
When there is  no re f le c t io n ,  h^  = 0.
h-| is as given in equation (2 .3 9 )
. _ sin wp cos3 0
 ^ sin Qg cos^wg ( ^ 1  “2 ^
The above expression for K is generally true for both re f le c t io n  and 
re frac tion  of P and S-V waves on the p la te  provided the successive 
planes o f re f lec tio n  are the same or p a ra l le l .
Therefore, the amplitude of displacement at a point on the 
plate in general becomes
i^ " "^i ^ ^ APPi {2A^)
where
A^PP. ■ Kpp' KpS' G^ P' Kgs
1
depending on the waveform of the chosen ray a t the i - t h  point of 
re f lec t io n .
2 .3 .4  Wavefront Curvature due to Reflection:
A Three-Dimensional Case 
I t  is in teresting  to note that the two curvatures formed as a 
resu lt  o f the mode conversion at the re f lec t in g  surface, can be charac­
terized by the variables: the d i la ta t io n a l  wave speed, C^ ,^ equivolum-
inal wave speed, Cj and the radial distances, R^. When there is no mode
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conversion, the rad ii  o f curvature can be determined by the rad ia l d is ­
tances (see equation (2.40b) fo r  the P-P waves). These two curves form 
an orthogonal set with one d ire c t ly  on the plane of re f lec t io n  while the 
other is perpendicular to i t .
In order to f a c i l i t a t e  our analysis fu r th e r ,  le t  us examine in 
d e ta il  the two variables R-j and Rj'. Let us consider the re f lec t io n  of 
an incident ray of P-P waves (see Fig. 2 .8 ) .  I t  can be eas ily  
observed that
Rj' sin f  = R.| sin e
Therefore,
C,
R "  =  R
n  Cy n  (2.45a)
i . e . ,  Rj‘ = g-](R-|). S im ila r ly ,  from equation (2 .40a ),  we see that
Rj = h-| sec f
By v ir tue  of equation (2 .39)
r; •  "  ^ sec f
sin f  cos e
But h = R-J cos e, therefore ,
2
ni _ n COS f  sin eKj -  K, 2—
sin f  cos e
= Rn — 2  f  (2 .45b)
cos e
where k = C^/Cy. Equations (2.45a, b) show that both Rj and Rj' are 
functions of the radial distance, R j , the incident angle e , re flected  angle 
f ,  and k. In the general case where the bounding planes are inclined, a
(a)
(b)
Fig. 2 .8 .  Curvature due to re f le c t io n .
(a) Location of Ri'
(b) Rotation about z -axis
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situation  may arise where we have more than one re f lec tio n  and the 
consecutive planes of re f lec t io n  are also inc lined. In th is  regard, 
i t  is essential to map the curvature into the subsequent plane of 
re f lec t io n  before calculating the curvature factor. See for instance 
Fig. 2.9.
Let us assume that these lines o f curvature represent para­
metric l in es , U and V. Then, th e ir  d irections a t a point constitute  
the principal d irections a t that point (see [42,43] and Fig. 2 .10 ).
Therefore, the principal curvatures at the subsequent plane of 
re f lec t io n  which is inclined at an angle, ç to the former can be found 
by using Euler's equation, as
■^2 " e f f  ‘^ eff
where are the corresponding ra d ii  of curvature.
* é f f  '  k R ,/t ,
" ë f f  ° *  “ i+ i>
R-] sin
1 n
Ri sin 0), + E R . . .  sin 0 .I I .^1 1+ 1  1
From the above equations, i t  thus becomes apparent tha t the 
curvatures only switch positions when the consecutive planes o f re f le c ­





Fig. 2 .9 . Inclined planes of re f lec t io n .
Ill - i n i t i a l  plane of re flec tion
TTg - subsequent plane of re f lec tio n
n-] -  the normal to the plane Tfj




V = c o n s t
dv = 0
( b )
F i g .  2 . 1 0 .  L i n e s  o f  c u r v a t u r e .
( a )  P r i n c i p a l  normal c u r v a t u r e s
( b )  Normal c u r v a t u r e  i n  an a r b i t r a r y  d i r e c t i o n
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the planes of re flections are p a ra l le l ,  or coplanar
and
In general, ^
y .  (I h- sec0 .
I t  is easily  seen that once the radial distances are calculated,  
the rad ii  of curvature and hence the curvature factor are determined, 
we can calculate the displacement amplitude as mentioned above by 
"marching forward" and considering both the respective contributions at  
every point of re f lec tio n  and the nature of the waves.
CHAPTER I I I
COMPUTATION ALGORITHM AND NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In the la s t  chapter, some theoretical cases were considered 
and the conditions under which they could be u t i l iz e d  were given. In 
th is  chapter, that discussion w i l l  be supplemented with the development 
of a computer algorithm for the tracing of the rays and the re flections  
at the boundary as well as the computation of the displacements.
F in a lly ,  numerical examples are given with specific references 
to the e la s t ic  waves in the plate due respectively to an impulsive point 
source and a point force acting normally to the free surface with a 
square pulse time function.
3.1 Computation Algorithm
For this work, three models were considered:
a) The f i r s t  model defines a solid metal with six inclined  
bounding planes using the d irection  numbers of the bounding planes, A^, 
B^, C^. The wave speeds and other e las tic  properties are taken with 
respect to iron [44 ].  The surfaces are stress free .
b) The second one defines a two-dimensional plate with 
stress-free boundaries using the coordinates of the edges. The force 
is an impulsive P-wave.
c) The th ird  model also defines a two-dimensional plate using
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the coordinates of the edges. The forces are due to a unit normal 
stress acting a t the free surface.
For the f i r s t  two cases, a ray is generated at a point (0 ,0 )  
within the m ateria l,  and the vector d irection o f the ray is determined 
using the Monte Carlo sampling technique having the same d is tr ibu tions in 
a l l  d irections as discussed in the e a r l ie r  chapters. Because the 
boundaries are inclined to one another, the ray can possibly h i t  a l l  
the planes within or outside the solid . For our purpose, the point of 
impingement should occur within the specimen. The above problem is 
peculiar to the three-dimensional case only since in the plate problem, 
the two surfaces (upper and bottom surfaces) are para lle l and so the 
ray w i l l  always h i t  the boundaries from within the plate.
This problem is avoided by using the parameter, r^, expressed by 
equation (2 .29) in the las t chapter and noting that r^ should be positive
i . e . ,  r^ > 0. This parameter is calculated fo r  each of the six possible 
planes (see subroutine UI in the Appendix). The smallest of a l l  the re ­
values gives the shortest radial distance e ith e r  from the orig in to the 
f i r s t  pierce point or between any two consecutive points of re f le c t io n .
The ray is then tested to determine whether i t  h its  the trans­
ducer the base of which is defined within + 1 mm from i ts  location. I f  
the ray h its  the tes t c e l l ,  the amplitude of displacement is calculated  
and recorded by the subroutine AMPLCO and another ray is again generated 
at the point source for the next t r i a l .  Figure 3.1 shows a ray with a 
d ire c t  h i t  and a double re flected  ray h it t in g  the tes t c e l l .
But, i f  on the other hand no h i t  is  recorded, the energy ra tios  




Fig. 3 .1 .  Direct ray and a single reflected waveform.
4 f
(a) (b)
Fig. 3.2 Monte Carlo decision variables.
(a) For incident P-wave
(b) For incident SV-wave
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subroutine [RATIO. Then the Russian-roulette te s t  is conducted to 
choose the reflected wave a t the surface. As mentioned e a r l ie r ,  every 
ray incident a t a free surface generates two re flec ted  rays— the com- 
pressional wave and the shear wave. The frequency of occurrence o f the 
re flected  ray chosen depends on the mode of the incident ray and the 
random number generated.
For instance, i f  the incident ray is a P-wave (see Fig. 3 .2 ) ,  
then the energy ra t io  o f the reflected P-wave, a is used as a sampling 
parameter in the Monte Carlo operation, i . e . ,  i f
but i f
0  < R„ < a —  the reflected P-wave is chosen,
Q —
“ ^ 0  £  1 > the reflected shear wave is chosen
where R^  is the random number generated. The same is true in the case 
of an incident shear wave where 3, the energy ra t io  of the reflected  
shear wave is u t i l iz e d  as the sampling parameter (see the subroutine 
CHOREF).
F in a lly ,  once we have chosen one of the re flected  rays and c a l ­
culated i ts  angle of re f le c t io n ,  we can then determine i t s  d irection  
using the transformation m atrix, equation (2 .2 7 ) .  See the subroutine 
REFLEC in the appendix.
Then this ray becomes the incident ray to any subsequent 
re f lec t in g  surface. The tracing process continues un til  e ither the 
maximum time for the simulation, T^^^ is reached or the ray passes the 
range where i t  no longer contributes to the response at the point of 
in te res t.
Unlike cases (a) and (b) in which only the P-waves are emitted.
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both P-waves and SV-waves are emitted in case (c ) .  Such difference in 
the waveform emitted is accounted for in the subroutine UI by Introducing 
an additional Monte Carlo operation for case (c) to choose the mode of 
the waves to be emitted. Moreover, the i n i t i a l  amplitude is calculated  
for case (c) by an additional subroutine UTHETA.
3.2 Numerical Calculation  
In th is  section, the above theory is used to give numerical 
calculations for finding the response of a p late to a point source com- 
pressional wave and the vibration of a plate due to a normal point load. 
For the two cases, the thickness of the plate is 2h, the wave speeds for  
i r ro ta t io n a l and equipotential waves are C^  and Cy, respectively.
3.2.1 Response of a Plate to a Compressional Point 
Source; Numerical Calculations  
For the purpose o f the calculation, the following material con­
stants are given:
C^  = 5.1 mm/psec Cy = 3.05 mm/psec
2h = 30 mm
The plate material is iron and i t  is assumed to be e la s t ic ,  
isotropic and homogeneous.
An impulsive force is located in the plate a t  the point, 0 (0 ,0 )  
and the transducer is placed at three d if fe re n t  locations: r = 2; r  = 5;
r = 10 at the upper surface of the plate (see Fig. 3.3). The parameter, r 
is normalized with respect to 2h, the thickness of the p late; r = AY/2h; 
AY is the horizontal distance of the receiver.











Fig. 3 .3 .  Ray paths and the locations of the receiver.  
Source is a t point ( 0 , 0 ) ,  r  = AY/2h.
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receptor point; these rays range from a P-wave with a d irec t h i t  to a 
multiple re flected  ray, l ik e  PS, PSP, PSPP, and so on. These rays do 
arrive  a t the receptor point a t  d i f fe re n t  times. See Tables 3.1 and
3.2 for the a rr iva l times for the case with r = 2, r = 5, and r = 1 0 .
Since the ray directions are randomly sampled with the angle u 
varying within the interval [0,2 m ], many rays do repeat with the same 
path h is tory . To reg is ter only the f i r s t  o f  the ray h its  with the same 
path history and eliminating the others, the following binary expression 
is used:
IBA = N Ü 2^+1  + NN X 2 ^ 0  (3 .1 )
j= l
where
n - the number of reflections  
IBA - unique number
■“ 0, i f  the mode of the ray is P
N “
— 1, i f  the mode is SV
—  0 , i f  the mode of the ray is SV
NN =
L  n+1, i f  the mode of the ray is P
The source function used in th is  investigation is represented 
by a Heaviside unit function. The displacement is then convoluted with 
the time function of the parabolic ramp type resulting in a saw tooth
shape solution (see Pekeris et a l .  [18] and Fig. 3 .4 ) .
The minimum a rr iva l  times are normalized with respect to the 
time i t  takes the equivoluminal wave S, to travel across the depth of 
the p la te , 2 h, i . e . ,
c = t / t „
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Table 3,1. Arrival Time (i: = tCi-/2h) 
D ila ta t io n  Point Source
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Table 3.2. Arrival Time (T = tCy/2h) 







P 2.98 P 6 . 0




P2 S2 4.78 7.67












r  = 1 0
f ( t ) / A -
0.5 -





Fig. 3 .4 . lime f u n c t i o n  [ a  =  f ( T ) ] .
(a ) Quadratic puise
(b) Saw-tooth shape Function
2 a  i s  t h e  m e a s u r e  o f  t h e  s h a r p n e s s  
o f  t h e  p u l s e
where
to = Zh/Cy
The wave f ie ld  consists of many waveforms having d if fe re n t  seg­
ments. The d irec t P-wave which h its  the transducer d ire c t ly  from the 
point of d i la ta t io n  has only one segment. PR and PS,which are reflected  
once, consist of two segments. When the receptor is located at the upper 
surface of the p la te , such re f lec tio n  takes place only a t the lower sur­
face. M ultip le  reflected waves l ik e  PSP, PPS do arr ive  a t the trans­
ducer a f te r  two re flec tions: f i r s t  a t the upper surface and then a t the
lower surface of the p late. These multiple reflected waves can be 
grouped in accordance with the number of P and S wave modes they con­
ta in .  For instance, PSP and PPS do have P and S wave modes in the ra t io  
of 2:1 though in d if fe re n t  combinations. They do have the same time 
history and they a rr ive  at the transducer simultaneously. Contributions 
of such waves are summed together when computing the amplitude a t the
point of in terest.  Belonging to th is  class of waves are the PSPS, PSSP,
2 2and P S which form another group.
Because of the fact that a h i t  is considered to occur i f  the
ray fa l l s  within + 1 mm of the actual location of the transducer, the
arr iva l time of some waveforms are spread within certain ranges. Typi­
cal o f  these is the wavelet PSP (see Fig. 3.5 and Table 3.1). In such cases, 
i t  might be possible for the waveform close to them to a rr ive  with them 
at the target almost simultaneously. Notably, the a rr iva l  time of the 
PSP waves from the table ranges from 2.3728T to 2.3994% while that of





Fig. 3 .5 . Reflections of the PSP waves due to:
a) D i la ta t io n a l  force
b) Unit normal stress
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Table 3.3. Peaks of the Displacement Field ( r  = 2) 








1.32 0.972 X  10"^ 2.81 X  1 0 "^
1.58 -0.024 0.0369
2 . 0 1 0.0191 0.182















Table 3 .4. Peaks of the Displacement Field ( r  = 5) 








3.11 2 . 6  X 10"3 0.849 X 10"2
3.42 0.137 0.0287
3.91 - 2 . 8 1 . 0
4.02 3.4 1.31
4.29 1 . 2 0.23 i
4.87 -6 .7 0.664
5.13 4.63 1 . 0 1
5.52 -1 .46 - 0 . 2 0
5.71 2.33 -0.3496
5.93 1.48 0.164
6.03 -5.34 0 . 8 6
6.41 4.77 0.062




Table 3.5. Peaks of the Displacement Field ( r  = 10) 














contributions are also added together to accurately determine the d is­
placement at the receiver point; see Tables 3 . 3 - 3 . 5 .
3 .2 .2  Components of Displacement-at the Boundary 
In resolving the radial displacement into the horizontal and 
vertica l components, due considerations are given to the mode and 
direction of both the incident and the re flec ted  rays and the location  
of the receiver. When the receiver is located, for example, at the 
bottom surface of the p la te , the corresponding displacement components 
are given by the following equations. Assuming the incident wave is of a 
P mode, we have (see Fig. 3.6)
“rH ‘  "R ® V p ® -  *'rPS
^RV = -  cos e + Uj p^p cos e + U^pg sin f
When the incident wave is an SV mode.
“ o h  ' “ o f + “ opp « - “ o p s  f 
“ oV ° “ o * “ opp ® + “ o p s  f
(3 .2)
(3 .3)
I f  the transducer is located a t the upper surface of the p la te ,  
the corresponding displacement components become (see Fig. 3 ,6 ) :
“ rh ° “r ® + “rpf « + “rps f
“ rv ° “r  ® ■ “rpp ® *  “rps ^
f  + Uopp sin e + L^pg cos f
UqV = f  -  UoPP cos e + Ugpg sin f
( 3 . 4)
where
/ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / /  / / / / / / / / / /  y SV
/ / / / ^  / / / / / / / / / / /
(a) (b)
enen
Fig. 3 .6 .  D irection o f the p a r t ic le  displacements.
(a) Reflection is  a t  the upper surface
(b) Reflection is a t the bottom surface
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U| ,^ Uy = respective radial displacements for P and SV waves 
Uri^, Ur  ^ = respective horizontal and the vert ica l components of 
displacement with a P-wave incident 
*^ uH ^0V ~ respectively the horizontal and the vert ica l com­
ponents of displacement with an incident SV wave 
e = incident or re flected  angle for a P wave
f  = incident or reflected angle for an SV wave
Urpr, Uppg, = corresponding displacement contributions of the 
'^oPP’ *^ qPS reflected rays. They are functions o f the correspond­
ing radial displacements and the c o e ff ic ie n t of 
re flec tion  
Uppp " UpRpp
Upps " ^r'^ ps^
^0PP " e^'^SS
^OPS "
e = +  1 depending on whether or not the ray is in the +  
z-d irection
Rpp, Rpg, Rgp, and Rgg are the corresponding coeffic ients  of re f lec tio n .
The complete responses due toacompressional point source are 
given in Figs. 3 .7 - 3 .1 2  fo r  the three d if fe re n t  locations of the 
transducers. The results obtained by Pao et a l .  are shown in Fig.
3.7a fo r  the purpose of comparison.
enO
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Fig. 3.7a. Responses due to d i la ta t io n a l point source obtained 
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TIME OF ARRIVALS, t
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8 . 001 .00 2 . 0 0 3 .0 0 7 .0 05 .0 0 6 . 0 0
TIME OF ARRIVALS,
F i g .  3 . 1 2 .  P l a t e s  r e s p o n s e  t o  a u n i t  d i l a t a t i o n  p o i n t  f o r c e ,
d i l a t a t i o n  ( 0 , 0 )  ( t ^  = t / x ) .
Point of
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3.3 Response o f a Plate to a Unit Stress Normal 
to the Surface of the Plate  
The response o f a plate to a c irc u la r  disk v ibrating  nor­
mally to the surface o f the plate was studied by M i l le r  and Pursey
[4 5 ,4 6 j .  In these works, they adapted Lamb's method to derive
d e f in i te  integrals fo r  the displacement f ie ld  in a s em i- in f in ite  iso­
tropic  solid due to a periodic normal stress. More recent in v e s t i ­
gations were conducted by Pao [4 ] and Pao e t  a l .  [5 ] .  In these studies, 
they considered the response due to a concentrated normal load located 
at the surface of a p late  using a square pulse time function.
In th is  section, the response of a p late  due to a un it normal 
stress located a t the surface of the p late  is investigated using the 
Monte Carlo technique. The solutions o f  M i l le r  and Pursey are adapted 
to derive a f a r - f i e ld  impulsive response.
3 .3.1 Derivation of the Far-Field Solution 
Compressional and Shear Waves 
The f a r - f i e ld  response to a periodic load according to M i l le r  
and Pursey [45] is given as
"r = -  2C
cos e ( k ^ - 2  s in^e)„-iR  ( 3  5 )
R f e i = ' " e )
„ -  iaZRZ sin 2 f / (k ^ s in ^ f  - 1 )  , - ik R  ( 3 . 6 )
8 '  '  s i"  f )
The response of a plate to a periodic force, 
f ( t )  = pe^wt
can be written  as
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6 ( t )
/27
COS u t  du - i sin u t  du]
But
sin u t  du = 0 , being an odd function
therefore .
e -w t  du (3 .9)
Therefore, fo r  an impulsive response o f  the p la te , we are only 
concerned with the real part of or u^, i . e . .
Rg[Ug. eiw(t-R/CL)]dw (3.10)
(3.11)




RgCUR eTw(t-R /Ci)] = cos w (t-R /C ,  )
Rg[Ug eTwft-R/Cg)] = UgR cos w (t-R /C ^ ) -  U^. sin w (t-R /C ^ )
COS u)(t -  R/C|^) (3.12)
0R COS w ( t - R/Cy)dw (3.12)
sin w ( t - R/Cy)dw
Since the second expression on the r ig h t  hand side is an odd function,
u„ = —  U.
v'^tT
COS u)(t -  R/Cy)dw (3.13)
Therefore,
u^(t) = Up6(t-R/C|_) 
Ug(t) = UgR6(t-R/Cy)
But by M i l le r  and Pursey [4 5 ] ,
Un = -
a^ cos e(k^ -  2 sin^e) 
2pR p j s i n  e) (3.14)
and
ia^kZ sin 2 f /(k^  sin^f -  1) 
2yR 'Fg(k sin f ) (3.15)
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where
a = radius of the c irc u la r  disk 
u = shear modulus 
R = radial distance 
e = the incident angle for a P-wave 
k = C^/Cy, ra t io  of the wave speeds
F^(X) = (2X2-k 2 )^  -  4 X 2 (X 2 - l )^ (X 2 -k 2 )^
For a unit force, we assume a = 1, therefore
P = 0ïïa2 = tra2 
a2 = P/tt = 1/k
According to Pao for a unit force, the ' i '  term in the equation (3 .6 )  
should be dropped. Therefore,
1 cos e(k2 - 2  sin2e)
" ■ 2ttpR Fg(sin e)
II _ _k  sin f / (k ^ s in 2 f  -  1 )
"o ■ ■ 2iryR Fg(k sin f )
U^, Ug = displacement amplitudes fo r  a P-wave and SV-wave, 
respectively.
For a d irec t P- or SV-wave, the above amplitudes are used 
appropriately. But in case of waves with m ultip le  segments, the ampli­
tudes are then m ultip lied  by the appropriate curvature fac to rs , and 
the coeffic ients  of re f le c t io n ,  R^pp •
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3.3 .2  Unit Stress Normal to the Surface of 
the P late: Numerical Calculations
The material constants given are the same used in Section 3 .2 .1 .  
In addition, the Lame's constant, u is taken as .25. The u n it  force is 
placed a t the point (0 ,15 ) a t  the upper surface of the p la te .  The 
transducers are located a t  three points, r  = 2, r  = 4 , and r  = 6 where 
r  is normalized with respect to the thickness of the p la te .  There are 
two cases considered fo r  the location of the receiver. In the f i r s t  
case, the source and the receiver are located a t opposite sides of the 
pla te . In the other case, the source and the receiver are located a t  
the upper surface of the p la te . In both cases, the source function is  
a unit normal force and the time function is a square pulse, see [1 8 ] ,  
f ( t )  = H (t) -  H ( t - A )  where H (t)  is a step function and A = O .S t.
For comparative purposes, the force is normalized with respect 
to l/(2hTry). The time is also normalized with respect to t ,  where t  
= 2h/C^_.
In the f i r s t  case with source and receiver a t the opposite side, 
only wavefields with odd number of segments l ik e  P, S, PSP, SPS, and PPP 
a rr ive  a t the receiver. On the contrary, the waves with even number of 
segments are recorded a t  the receiving post a f te r  re f le c t io n  when the 
source and the receiver are a t  the upper surface (see Fig. 3 .1 3 ) .  The 
times of a rr iva l  fo r  the two cases with r  = 2 , r  = 4, and r  = 6 are shown 
in Tables 3.6 -  3.9 and 3.10 -  3.13. The complete responses a t  three 
locations fo r  the f i r s t  case are shown in Figs. 3 .1 4 - 3 .1 9 .  Figures 
3.20 -  3.25 show the responses of the plate due to the second case —  









Fig. 3 .13 . Reflection of waves w ith:
(a) Odd number of segments
(b) Even number of segments
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T a b l e  3 . 6 .  A r r i v a l  Time {x = t C L / 2 h )
S u r f a c e  Loading -  Source  and R e c e i v e r  on t h e  O p p o s i t e  S ides  o f  t h e  P l a t e
r  == 2 r  =•4 r  = 6
Arrival Arrival Arrival
Waveform Time, ? Waveform Time, t Waveform Time, x
2.21 p 4.1 P 6.11
P 2.22 4.14 PSP 7.68
2.26 PSP 5.88 (SPP) 7.73p3 3.62 (PPS) 5.91 SPS 8.79
S 3.7 PSS 6.85 (SSP) 8.8






SPS 5.16 S (PSPPS) 9.57









SSSc 8.17 s 10.12
PSp5 7.97








SPSPS 8.8 S2Sg2p 11.34
PS2P$2P 10.06 8.81 c
PS3P$2 10.75 P2SPSP2 9.55 SfSc 11.39
p l l 11.17 PSPSPSP 10.29 SPSPSP2 11.61
11.18 SPSPS2p 11.05
p3$3p3 11.26 p3sp2$p2 11.27
SGP 11.45 p2SP3$PS 11.98
P3S2p$2p 11.95
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T a b l e  3 . 7 .  Peaks o f  t h e  D i s p l a c e m e n t  F i e l d  ( r  = 2 )
S u r f a c e  L o a d i n g — Source and R e c e i v e r




Vertical Components Horizontal Components
2.26 0 .1 1  X 1 0 -1 0.234 X 10'!
3.63 -0.141 -0.114
3.71 -3.94 -3.91





6 .1 -0.65 -0.61
6.18 -0.42 -0 .5
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T a b l e  3 . 8 .  Peaks o f  t h e  D i s p l a c e m e n t  F i e l d  ( r  = 4 )
S u r f a c e  L o a d i n g — Source  and R e c e i v e r




Vertical Components Horizontal Components
4.11 0.067 X 10"! 0.195 X 10-1
5.91 0.0268 0.04
6.85 -0.022 0.034
6.92 -1 .04 -0 .98
7.19 -1.073 -1 .02
7.23 -2 .19 -4 .78
7.65 -2.17 -4 .82
7.72 -1.15 -3 .8
8.03 -0.068 -0.194




T a b l e  3 . 9 .  Peaks o f  t h e  D i s p l a c e m e n t  F i e l d  ( r  = 6 )
S u r f a c e  L o a d i n g — Source  and R e c e i v e r




V ert ica l Components Horizontal Components








10.51 -1 .96 -2.1
10.92 -1 .48 -1.62
11.31 0.268 0.98
11.39 -0 .25 1.52
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Fig. 6. Surface Response of a Plate due to a Vertical Force. 
(A) Source and Receiver at the Same Side, (B) Source and 
Receiver at the Opposite Sides, (C) A buried Vertical Force
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T a b l e  3 . 1 0 .  A r r i v a l  Time (T = tC |_ /2h)
S u r f a c e  Load ing  -  Source  and R e c e i v e r  a t  t h e  Upper  P l a t e  S u r f a c e












































































































































T a b l e  3 . 1 1 .  Peaks o f  t h e  D i s p l a c e m e n t  F i e l d  ( r  = 2 )
S u r f a c e  L o a d i n g — S ource  and R e c e i v e r
on t h e  Upper  P l a t e  S u r f a c e
Ampli tudes of Di splacement
A rrival  
Time, t
V ertica l Components Horizontal Components













7.14 -0 .69 0.25




T a b l e  3 . 1 2 .  Peaks o f  t h e  D i s p l a c e m e n t  F i e l d  ( r  = 4 )
S u r f a c e  L o a d i n g — Source and R e c e i v e r




Vertica l Components Horizontal Components














T a b l e  3 . 1 3 .  Peaks o f  t h e  D i s p l a c e m e n t  F i e l d  ( r  = 6 )
S u r f a c e  L o a d i n g — Source and R e c e i v e r
on t h e  Upper  P l a t e  S u r fa c e
Arrival 
Time, t
Vertical Components Horizontal Components





9.66 -1.054 -2 .52
9.93 -0.815 -2.746
10.14 -0.8565 -2.806
10.46 -0.0415 -0 .06
10.58 0.0505 -5 .84
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSION
In th is  chapter, the resu lts  are examined and analyzed. Com­
parisons are made with the previous investigation  by Pao [4 ] and Pao e t 
a l.  [ 5 ] .  F in a lly , recommendations are made fo r  fu ture  research.
4.1 Results and Analysis 
In th is  section, analyses are made fo r  the follow ing resu lts :
( i )  The displacement f ie ld  due to a d ila ta t io n a l point source, 
( i i )  The response of the p late  due to a u n it normal stress, 
with the source and the receiver on opposite sides o f the 
p la te .
( i i i )  The response o f the p late due to a u n it normal stress, 
with the source and the receiver a t the upper surface of 
the p la te .
4 .1 .1  Case ( i )  D ila ta tio n  Point Source
I t  can be observed from Figs. 3.7 and 3.8  th a t the f i r s t  a rr iv a l
observed a t the receiving point (when r = 2 )  is  the source ray, P a t time 
T = 1.22 followed by the PP, PPP, PS, PSP, and subsequently by m ultip le  
re flec ted  rays. The parameter, r ,  and the v a ria b le , t ,  are dimension- 
less.
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Featuring prominently w ith the v e rtic a l components o f displace­
ment o f -1 .6 8  X 10"^ mm, 1.51 x 10”  ^ mm, and 0.97 x 10"^ mm are PS, PSP, 
and P, respective ly . Their corresponding horizontal peaks are 2.65 
X 10"^ mm, 1.3  x 10"^ mm, and 2 .8  x 10"^ mm. This shows th a t a t r  = 2, 
the source ray gives the largest contribution to the displacement f ie ld  
in the horizontal d irec tio n , strongly followed by PS rays. However, as
the distance o f the receiver from the source point increases, the c o n tr i-
2 2bution o f m u ltip le  re flec ted  rays w ith m ultip le  mode conversions, P S 
predominates in  the v e rtic a l d ire c tio n . This is  evident in Fig. 3.9  
when r = 5 and Fig. 3.11 with r = 1 0 .  I t  is  in teres ting  to note th a t the 
peak o f the displacement fo r the source ray , P, decreases approximately 
by a fa c to r o f 0.66 fo r a l l  the three locations. The contributions from
3
the rays without mode conversion l ik e  PP, P , and others are very 
g ib le .
4 .1 .2  Case ( i i )  -  Response Due to Surface Force 
(Source and Receiver on the Opposite Sides of the P late)
From Table 3 .6 , i t  is  e a s ily  seen th a t the early  a rr iv a ls  a t
3
the receiving point with r  = 2 are P-waves a t 2 .2 1 :, P -waves a t 3 .6 2 :,  
and S-waves a t 3 .7 :  followed by other m u ltip le  re flec ted  waves lik e  SPP 
( :  = 4 .3 4 ) ,  SPS ( :  = 5 .1 6 ), and the others. I t  is  in teresting  to note 
that fo r a l l  the three locations o f the transducer, the waves with the 
source ray in  an SV mode predominate. See Tables 3 .7 - 3 .9 .  This fa c t  
can be u t i l iz e d  to id e n tify  the dominant o f the source rays fo r the case 
in which both P- and S-waves are emitted from the source point. Typical 
o f these are the SPP and S a t r  = 2 w ith the peak amplitudes of
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-4.265 X 10"^ and -3 .93  x 1 0 ' \  respectively  in the v e rtic a l d irection  
and -4 .6  x 10“  ^ and -3.91 x 10'^ in the horizontal d irec tio n . The d is -
3
placement amplitude due to the rays, P, P are n eg lig ib le . As the d is­
tance o f the transducer increases to r  = 4 and r  = 6 , the contributions  
from the m ultip le  re flec te d  waves with odd number of segments become 
predominant.
4 .1 .3  Case ( i i i )  -  Response Due to  Surface Force
(Source and Receiver a t the Upper Plate Surface)
4 2
From Table 3.10, we can see th a t the PP, PS, P , S waves 
a rriv e  in succession a t  the receiver followed by some complex m ultip le  
re flec te d  ways. Since the source ray can e ith e r  be a P or S mode, the
m ultip le  waves formed thus possess the appropriate mode of the emitted
2 2 2ray. For example, the P S  and P SP waves show that the source rays are 
of a P mode while SP, SS, and SPPS ind icate  that th e ir  source rays are 
of an S mode.
When r  = 2 , P^S^, P^, P^S, and PS a rr iv e  a t the receiver a t the 
time T = 5 .94 , x = 4 .4 8 , x = 5 .2 , and x = 3 .7 , respectively with very 
strong peaks of -1 .367 x 1 0 " \  -1.364 x 1 0 " \  -1.229 x 1 0 ~ \  and -1.082  
X 1 0 ”  ^ in the v e rtic a l d irec tio n . A major contribution to the displace­
ment in  the horizontal d irec tio n  comes from the PS-waves (1.666 x 10"^)
followed by P^  with 1.496 x 1 0 " \  As the distance of the receiver from
2 2the source increases to r  = 5 , the contribution from the P S waves in 
the horizontal d irec tio n  s ig n if ic a n tly  increases to -2 .25  x 10"^ but 
returns to -1.054 x 10'^ a t r= 1 0 .
4 2 2 2At r  = 4 , the major contributions come from P S and S Sg at
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T = 8.77 and x = 8 .6 1 , respective ly  (see Table 3 .12). At r  = 6 , major 
contributions to the horizontal displacement come from S P (-5 .8 4  x 10 ) 
a t T  = 10.58, (-5 .7 8  x 1 0 " ^  at t  = 10.94, and p V  (-5 .407  x 1 0 ' ^
a t T = 11.05 (see Table 3 .13 ).
4.2 Comparison o f Results and Conclusions
In th is  work, the propagation o f the e la s tic  waves in a p late
due to a d ila ta tio n a l point source and two types of surface point force,
have been investigated using the proposed Monte C arlo/ray tracing techni­
que.
The theoretica l formulations are given fo r both the two- and 
three-dimensional cases. In the plate case, numerical calcu lations are 
made fo r determining the horizontal and v e rtic a l components of displace­
ment f ie ld  fo r the three cases mentioned above.
In case ( i ) ,  the d ila ta tio n a l point source, comparison with the
generalized ray analysis o f Pao [4 ] fo r s im ila r geometry and the same
load condition shows a very strong agreement in sp ite  of the d ifference  
in the basis of norm alization and in the wave speeds used (see Fig. 3.7a) 
In case ( i i ) ,  the surface load with a source and receiver on opposite 
sides, an in teresting  re su lt comes to l ig h t .  For the case w ith r = 4 which 
is  used fo r  comparison purposes, the strongest motion with an amplitude 
o f -0 .219 arrives a t the tim e, x = 7.23 followed by another strong wave 
o f less magnitude (o f amplitude, -0 .217) a t t  = 7.65 as compared to the 
waves w ith the peak o f -0 .21 and -0 .1 2 , respectively  reported by Pao [5 ] .  
S im ila r ly , in case ( i i i ) ,  w ith the force and receiver on the same sur­
face of the p la te , a good agreement has been found (see Fig. 3 .16a).
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In essence, the resu lts  shown in Figs. 3 .7 -3 .1 2 , Figs. 3 .14 - 
3.19, and Figs. 3 .20-3 .25  have demonstrated the effectiveness o f the 
Monte Carlo /ray tracing technique in determining the displacement 
f ie ld s  o f a p late due to d iffe re n t loading conditions. Moreover, unlike  
the generalized ray method, i t  is e ffe c tive  fo r investigating  long-term  
responses as w ell.
4 .3  Recommendations fo r Future Research
As mentioned e a r l ie r ,  in order to characterize accurately the 
structura l in te g rity  o f a m aterial using acoustic emission as a non- 
destructuve testing  technique, i t  is essential to  be able to  id e n tify  
the mode of the dominant wave emitted and locate the source o f the 
mechanism (defects, vo ids). Although i t  has been shown th a t the Monte 
Carlo ray-trac ing  technique can be used to answer some o f these ques­
tio n s , nonetheless, fu rth er investigations need to  be conducted.
As a re s u lt , the follow ing recommendations are made fo r future
research:
a) The study o f the wave motion in a p la te  having wedge- 
shaped surfaces and with the assumption that a f te r  the wave passes 
the receiver location , i t  can s t i l l  possibly contribute to the d is ­
placement f ie ld  a fte r  re fle c tin g  a t the fa rth e r end of the p la te .
b) Wave motion in  a m ultilayered iso trop ic  medium
This could be extended to  a case where scattering e ffec ts  are assumed 
to occur. Such investigations w ill  undoubtedly be useful, in study­
ing solids with welded jo in ts .
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c) Numerical solution fo r  the three-dimensional case already  
developed.
d) F in a lly , experimental investigations should be conducted 
to ju s t ify  the a p p lic a b ility  o f these theoretica l resu lts .
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APPENDIX: COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The two programs which are used fo r  th is  Monte Carlo ray - 
tracing investigation and included in th is  appendix are as fo llow s:
a) The INCPLATE which is  used fo r  the d ila ta t io n a l case where
the source ray emitted from the source point is  a P-wave.
b) The INCPLATE which is  used fo r  ca lcu lating  the response 
due to the surface loading. In th is  case, the emitted waves are d i la ­
ta tio n a l and equivoluminal waves from the same point source.
Since there are two rays emitted in  case (b) and the Monte 
Carlo ray-trac ing  technique can only account fo r  a single ray a t a tim e, 
an additional Monte Carlo decision is  taken in  the UI Subroutine to 
choose one o f those rays to pursue. Moreover, Subroutine UTHETA is  also 
added to calcu late  the amplitude a t the f i r s t  pierce po int. When c a l­
culating the horizontal and the vertic a l components, i t  is  essential to 
use the appropriate expression to account fo r  the fa c t th a t the re ­
ceiver is  e ith e r a t the upper or the bottom surface.
The programs are w ritten  in FORTRAN IV G1 language (FORTGCLG) 
compatible with the IBM system 3081 having 24 m illio n  bytes o f main 
storage. The plots are implemented on the e le c tro s ta tic  Versatec V80 
p lo tte r  having 200 dots/inch resolution.
The generation o f the random number was obtained from the
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IBM s c ie n tif ic  subroutine using the 'DSEED' o f 731540.DD fo r double 
precision on the random number generator o f the m u ltip lic a tiv e  con­
gruent type. Any number generated was found not to repeat in 2 ^  ^
generations, see Turner [30] fo r d e ta ils .
The computer time has been la rg e , though not as large as other 
cases where Monte Carlo have ju s t been u t i l iz e d . Table A .l shows the 
computer time (CPU) fo r  the d ila ta tio n a l case for the three locations  
of the transducer and the surface case fo r  some locations o f the trans­
ducer.









D ila ta tio n a l 2 100,000 18 2 min, 30.92 sec
300,000 18 29 min, 38.98 sec
500,000 18 77 min. 39.22 sec
5 100,000 18 2 min. 28.30 sec
300,000 18 9 min. 36.41 sec
500,000 18 19 min. 51.32 sec
10 100,000 18 2 min. 26.51 sec
300,000 18 7 min. 5.71 sec
500,000 18 11 min, 53.39 sec
Surface force 2 300,000 18 6 min. 14.91 sec
(Force & 4 










4 10,000 18 10.72 sec
100,000 18 1 min. 22.40 sec
300,000 18 4 min. 56.90 sec
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The number o f the t r ia ls  required in using the Monte Carlo 
technique to solve a problem cannot be e as ily  determined. Although i t  
is a well-known fa c t tha t where the conventional techqniues are very 
d i f f ic u l t  to apply or cannot be applied to solve a problem as in th is  
case, the use of Monte Carlo is  unquestionable, see Buslenko [2 6 ]. In 
th is  in vestig atio n , the number of t r ia ls  is  d ictated  by the appearance 
of a l l  the necessary waveforms and the s ta b il i ty  of th e ir  amplitudes.
A l i s t  of the symbols used fo r the d ila ta tio n a l case is  as
follows:
ISUMTl -  number of h its
TIMEl(ISUMTl) -  time of a rr iv a l (normalized)
M -  number o f re flec tio n s  minus one
VCDATl(ISUMTl) -  v e rtic a l component o f displacement recorded 
HCDATl(ISUMTl) -  horizontal component o f displacement recorded 
R1(M), R2(M-1) -  two consecutive radial distances 
AY -  horizontal distance o f the receiver from the z-axis  
YT81,YTB2 -  l im it  o f + 1 mm determining the base of the transducer 
ZT,YT - coordinates o f the transudcer 
NL -  number o f t r ia ls  (emissions)
NT -  maximum number o f re flec tio n s
CL,CT -  speeds o f the P- and SV-waves, respectively
TMAX -  maximum time o f ending the calcu lation
IBA - a number which makes a ray-path h is to ry  unique, Eq. (3 .1 )
GAMl,TET -  incident angles (fo r  e ith e r P- or SV-wave)
GAML -  re flec ted  angle fo r P-wave
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GAMT -  re flec ted  angle fo r SV-waves
ET - re flec ted  angle (fo r  e ith e r P- or SV-wave)
GCO -  Y-value in Eq. (2 .43 )
Z I,Y I -  coordinates of the points o f re fle c tio n  s tarting  with the source 
point
TIME -  time a ray takes to trave l between two re fle c tio n  points
SUM(M) -  cummulative time between re flec tio n s
N1 -  number of h its
ARl(M) - variable R-j
RC(M) -  co effic ien ts  o f re flec tio n
UM,UN - d irec tion  cosines o f the incident ray
VM,VN - d irec tio n  cosines of the re flec ted  ray
AKTll -  amplitude a t the point o f h it  (location  o f the transducer)
ARPP -  displacement contribution o f the P-wave 
ARPS -  displacement contribution o f the SV-wave 
PHI - angle of emission 
PI -  3.1415927
RPHI,RPHA,RAND -  random numbers generated
Z -  the upper or the lower surface of the p la te
RMjRN -  d irec tion  cosines o f the normal to the planes of the p la te
AT -  parameter, r^
TETl -  incident or re flec ted  angle fo r P-wave 
TETTl -  re flec ted  angle fo r SV-wave 
TET2 -  incident or re flected  angle fo r SV-wave 
TETL -  re flec ted  angle fo r P-wave
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ENRLLI.ENRTLI -  energy ra t io  of the re flec ted  P-wave and SV-wave to the 
incident P-wave, respectively  
ENRLTI,ENRTTI -  energy ra t io  of the re flec ted  P- and SV-waves to the 
incident SV-wave, respectively  
ADENR - summation of the energy ra tios
RPSD,RPPD,RSSD,RSPD - co effic ien ts  of re fle c tio n  of P-SV, P-P, SV-P,
and SV-SV waves, respectively  
WFN -  weighting function (taken = one in  th is  ca lcu la tion )
AHl -  distance o f the imaginary source from the re fle c tin g  plane
K -  ra t io  o f the wave speeds, C^/Cy
AK(I) -  wave fro n t curvature factor
A I( I )  -  rad ia l amplitude a t the receiving point
DI -  time in terva l
X I ( I )  -  the v e rtic a l components o f displacement 
Y 2(I) -  the horizontal components o f displacement 
X (I)  -  the a rr iv a l time
SUBROUTINE UI -  subroutine fo r choosing the d irec tion  o f emission 
SUBROUTINE HITPLN -  subroutine which determines the point o f re fle c tio n  
SUBROUTINE REFLEC -  subroutine which determines the d irec tio n  o f the
re flec ted  ray
SUBROUTINE ERATIO -  subroutine which calculates the c o e ffic ie n t of
re fle c tio n  and the energy ra tio  
SUBROUTINE CHOREF -  subroutine which chooses the re flec ted  ray and the
re flec ted  angles
SUBROUTINE AMPLCO -  subroutine which calculates the rad ia l amplitude
a t the receiving point
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SUBROUTINE UTHETA - subroutine which calculates the amplitude a t the
i n i t i a l  point of re fle c tio n  (fo r  the case w ith the 
surface force)
SUBROUTINE PP -  the p lo ttin g  subroutine
The following pages contain the l i s t  o f the programs used.
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COMPUTER PROGRAM LIST FOR 
DILATATIONAL CASE
/ / IN C P L A T E  J Os  EWUMI • , CL A5S= N, I Ï  u.» =CÛ? f ,  Jua 2ü49
/ /  REGI0N=2043K
/♦JOEPARK P=PE ü C Û 1,L IN E S =10 ,F =90 J2 ,U C S= lA ,F C B =60ü C  
/ /  EXEC r O P IG C L G ,P A h M .L K E D = *S I iE = Î 2 0 4 3 ) •
/ / F O E Ï . S Ï S I N  DD *
REAL P I ,K ,K A Y
DÜUBLE PRECISION DSEED
DIMENSION T IM E I  [30 00 0 )  , VCDAI1 [3ÙUO0) ,riCDAI1 (3 0 00 0 )
DIMENSION fc1[10 0 ) , A K [ 1 0  0 ) , R C { 1 0 J ) , A I [ 1 0 0 ) , A E 1 [ 1 0 0 ) , A R 2 [ 1 0 0 )
DIMENSION E2 (150)  ,AKD (150) ,AKN ( ISO) ,SOM (150)  , I (130)
DIMENSION X ( 1 5 0 0 ) , X I  [ 1 5 0 0 ) ,  Y2 [1500)
DIMENSION GCO(100)
INTEGER ? [3 0 0 0 0 )  , Q [3000  0) ,PE,ARA  
C 0 K M 0 N /C G K 1 /Ü M ,U N , I I ,Y I , Z , Z 2 , N 2 , K 3 , L  
CDMMÙN/C0M2/AI,  Ati, A T £ I2 ,A P ? ,A P S ,  AH 
C0MM0N/C0h3/VK,  V t1 , lE l  ,N 1 , C J I ,  ADELE, C J S IN ,  COSE
c o m k j k / oom4 / w f n , e k :-i i i , e n r l i i , e n r l i , i , e n r i l i  , IV, OS, c r ,  CL, 1 El I  i , : L : ^  
CCMK0K/C0fa5/Zi ,GAn1 ,GArCl,GAKL, AH1,CCA, A R 1 ,L r? D ,  RPSL, -SSD,
1HS?D,RCC 
COMMÛK/CUMO/R1 , A K , f iC ,A I , AS2, I  
C0MK0N/C0K7/ÛSEED 
COMKONyCOM3/Xl,Y2,P
COM« O K /C Û M S / I IM E l , T I M E 2 , VCDATI ,HCD ATl , VCDAI 2 , ÜCDAI2
COMKON/COh10/KKM,lA I , B A T , I I I , K A Y , Z D I R , ARA
COMMON/COfil1/GCÛ
CALL CPOÏIM
D S E E D = 73 1 54 9 .Dû
C L = 5 .1
CC AY-iKORIZONIAL DISTANCE OF TRAXSODCERS FROM POINT OF OalGlN  
AY=300.
Y Tn1=A Y-1 .
ÏTB2=AY+1.
YT = AY 
. Z T - 1 5 .
Y I B 3 = Z I - 1 .
IS U M Ï1 = 0  
JJ = 0 .
N T = 1 8
DO30CL=1,5J0üOQ  
D 0 1 IJ K = 1 , f t l  
E l 'IJ K )  = 0 .
R E 1 ( I J K ) = 0 .
1 CONTINUE 
AH1=0.
Y I  = 0 .
21=0 .
SDM (1) = 0 .
IBA = 0 
C T = 3 . 05
T K A X = 8 . * 2 . * Z T / C I  
CS = CL 
CALL 01
I F  E ^ . 1 ) GOID300
D 0400ü=1 ,H T  
I F  (CS.EQ.CL)  G0TÛ26 
N=1
P S = N * (2 * *M )
GÜT027 
26 N = 0
?E = rt* ( 2 * * 2 0 )
27 IbA=IBA+?H








I F ( U N . L T . 0 ) GüIû lO
I F  Î Y I . G E . Y I b 1 . A N D . ï I , L E . Y T B 2 ) 0 01 0 1 2 6
l u  I F  ( Y I . G T . Y I B 2 ) 3 O Î O 3 0 0  
126 RI (M) =AT
I I M E = £ 1 ( M ) / e s  
I F  ( M . E 2 . 1 ) G0IO251  
5 0 « ( K ) =  S U M (M -1 )+ I IM E  
GD = Ï I
GCO (M) =GN1/GD 
G0T0253  
251 CONTINUS
SUM [M) =TI Î1E  
253 CONTINUS
I F  [SUM (M) -GE.THAX) GOT030Ü 
I F  ( U N .L T .Û ) G 0 I 0 2 3 3
I F  [ Y l . G E . Ï T B l . A N D . Y I . L E . Y T d 2 ) G 0 T 0 2 3 4  
30X0233
234 ISUMT1=ISUMT1+1  
P (ISUMT1) =IBA
BAT=1. ^
I l  MSI ( I S ü M i l )  =3UM (H) * C I / ( 2 .  *2 T )  °
NN = M 
K1 = NN 
30T02 35 
233 BAT=Û.
235 CALL ERAIIO  
CALL CHOREF 
I  (M) = IA T
6C (M) =RCC 
AE1'M)=AE
263 CONTINUE
I F  [U N .L T .  0) G0T0264
I F ( Y I . 3 S . Y T B 1 . A N D . Y I . L E . Y T B 2 ) G ü î J 6 Û 0
264 CONTINUS 
CALL EEFLEC 
I F [ V N . L T . 0 . ) G Û T O 2 9  
UM=SIN ( S I )
UK = COS (ET)
3010311  
29 E&=AkCOS;VN)
EIER= ( T E I - E T )  +EH 
UM =SIK ;e t e e )
OK = COS (EIER)
311 T£T=ET




:C CALCULATION OF AMPLITUDE C U E f . ,A K  










I F  (C S .E 2 .C T )  G0TQ8
HCDATl (1SJMT1) =AKT1 1 * S IN  (GAMl) +ARPP*SIk [GAI'.L) +ARPS*COS JGAKI) 
VCDATl ( ISUKT1) =AKT1 1+COS (GAMl) -AEPP*COi> (GA.iL) +ARP5*5IN (GAMT) 
3OTÜ300
8 HCDATl ( I S J M T 1 ) = - A K l 1 1*C05(GAMl)  +AfiPP*3IN (GAML)+a 5PE*C03(GAMT)  




WRITE( 6 , 9 0 0 0 ) ISUMTl  





CC ü l  CALCULATES D l a L C I I J ü  COSINE GF INCIDENT LAY 
CC UM,UN -.DISECTIOfa COSINES 
R E A L P l ,? i i I
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED
DIMENSION 8 1 ( 1 0  0) ,A K (1 0  0) ,R C (1 0 0 )  , A I ( 1 0  0) ,A81 ( 1 0 0 ) ,  AE2 (100)
DIMENSION B2 (150)  , AKD ( 1 5 0 ) , AKN ( 150) ,SOM ( 1 5 0 ) , I (130)
INTEGER P ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) , 0 ( 3 0 0 0 0 )  ,PE,ARA
COMMON/COM1 /Ü M , UN, Z I , Ï I , Z , Z 2 , N2 , N3, L
COM K0N/CÜK2/AT, AH, AXET2, A PP, APS, AH
COM MON/COM 3 /V N , V M , IZ T ,N l ,C O I ,A D E N R ,C 0 S 1 N ,C 0 S &
C 0 M K u h /C 0 M 4 / i ( i fN ,£ N E I I I ,  ENRLTI,  EN RLE I ,  EN HÎ L I ,  N ,CS,  Cl , CL, TEIT 1 , I E 1 ^
C0MM0N/C0M5/ET,GAM 1 , GAMT,GAML,AHl, CCA,A Hl ,8PPD,H?SD,ESSD,
1RS?D,RCC 
C0MM0H/CÛH6/R1,A K ,R C ,A I , A E 2 , T  
C0MH0N/CÜM7/DSEED
C O M M O N /C O a l G /K a M , I A I , B A I , T i I ,  KAY,ZD1 6 , AHA
P I = 3 . 1415927  _
141 6PdI=3GUBFS (DSEED) F3 





P E I = P I * 6 P H I
I F  ( P H I . G T . P I / 2 . ) G O T 0 143
TET=PHI
30T0144
143 T E T = P I - P H i
144 CONTINUE 






CC AT->PARAMET£ti = DISTANCE FROM ORIGIN ü à r l H S l  PIERCE POINT TOIHE NEXT
DIME-sSIüK SI  (IviO) ,A K (1 0 J )  ,S C ( 1 0 0 )  , A I  (1 00 )  ,AS1 ( lÛ J )  , àS2 ( lùO)  
DlMEaSIUK S 2 (1 5 0 )  ,A K D (13 0 )  ,AKN(15ü)  ,SUM (150) , î ( 1 5 0 )
DÙUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
C Q M K O N / C O K 1 / U K , U N ,Z I , Y I ,Z , E 2 ,K 2 , m3 , L  
C0MÎ50N/C0M2/ÀT , AH , A IET2 ,  A PP , A PS , AS 
C ü M l4 ü K /C U K 3 /V N ,V M ,T £ î ,S l ,C ü I ,  ADESS, C ü S iü ,  CÜSS
COîl!iÙN/COM4/WFK,ENETTl, H l iR L T l ,E N E L L l ,E t t f iT L l ,K ,C :S ,C i  ,CS, l E T I  1 , I E r L  
C0MMÜ Ü/C0M5/ET,GAMl,SAMT,GAML,AHl ,CCA,ARl,aPPD,SPSS,aSSD,  
1&SPD,RCC 
C O M M ÜS/CO M 6/S1 ,AK ,B C,À I ,A H2, I  
C0HM0K/CÜÎ17/D55ED
COMKüN/CüM10/MMH,IAX, 3 aT , Ï I I , K A Y , Z D I S , A R A  
AH=15.
I F  (UN) 7 , 1 1 , 9  




Z D IE = 0 .
10 AT= ( Z - Z I ) / U N  
Z I= Z I+ U N * A T  





CC CALCULATION OF REFLECTED RAY, VI  
F.£ALPI,PU1
DIMENSION H i  (100)  ,AK (100) , fiC ( luO )  , A I  (100) ,AR1 (1ÜÛ) , AS2(10a)  
DIMENSION E 2 (1 5 0 )  ,AKD ( 1 5 0 ) ,  AKN (150)  , SUM ( 1 50)  , T ( 150)
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
COMMON/COM 1/ U K , U N , Z I , Y 1 , Z , Z 2 , N 2 , N 3 ,L  
COfjaON/COM2/AT,AH, ATE12, APP, APS, AS 
C 0 M M 0 N /C 0 M 3 /V N ,V M ,TE I ,N 1 ,C 0 I ,A D E N R ,C O S IN \C JS R
C0MM0NyCua4/NFN , E N R I T I ,  EN R LI I  , ENSLLI ,  E N R ÏL I  , S,  CS, C l , C L ,  Ir -TT 1, lE l 'L  
C0MM0N/C0M5/ET,GAMl, GA K T ,GAML, AH1 , CCA, AS 1 , fcPPD,RP5D,SSSD,  
1RSPD,F.CC
C 0 M X ü h /C 0 M 6 /h 1 ,A K ,h C ,A I ,A R 2 ,T
C0KM01>/CÜK7/ÜSEED
COMKùN/COd1Ü/R.* l«,TAT,EiAT,TIX,KA3f,2Dln ,  AfiA 
I F  (Z .EQ.AH) GÜT0281 




EK = 0 .






SU5ItOUTIi.£ EHAI IU  —
CC CALCULATION OF THE ENSaGY RATIOS
DIMENSION R 1 ( 1 0 0 ) , A K ( 1 J v ) , a C ( 1 j J ) , A I ( 1 j Û ) , A a l ; i Ü J ) , A R 2 ; i u O )
DIMENSION t 2 ( 1 5 0 )  ,AKD(15U) ,A K N (15 0 )  ,SUM (15ü) , 1 ( 1 5 0 )
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
REAL P I ,K ,K A Y
C 0 M K 0 S / C 0 H 1 / U K ,U K , Z 1 , Y I ,Z , 2  2 , H 2 , N 3 , L  
C UH M üN/CùM 2/A I ,AH,ATET2,APP,APS,AE  
COMMÜN/COK3 /V N ,V M ,T E T ,N 1 ,C 0 I ,A D E N S ,C 0 S lN ,C 0 S n
C0MM 0N/C0a4 / fcFK ,ENETI l ,  EN Ri. I I ,  ENr.LL I ,  ENETLI , K, CS, Cx ,  CL, l E I x  1 , I E I L  
C0MM0K/C0K5/ET,GAMl,GAMl,GAML,AHl ,CCA,ART,EPFD,EPSD,ESSD,
1RSPD,RCC 
C 0 M M 0 N /C 0 M 6 /R 1 ,A K ,E C ,A I ,A a 2 , I  
C0MM0K/C0M7/DSEED
C O H M O N /C O H 10 /K aM ,T A T ,B A T ,T IT ,K A Y ,Z D IH ,AEÂ 
K=CL/CI
I F  (C S .E Q .C T )G 0 T 0 1 10 
CC CALCULATE ENERGY RATIOS 10 LONGITUDINAL INCIDENCE 
T E r i = I E T  
CCA=0.
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CC CHOREF CHOOSES DIRECTION OF REFLECTED BAY
,AE1 ;1 UJ) ,AR2  J1ÜÜ)
I 5 0 )  , 1 ( 1 5 0 )
REAL P I ,K ,K A Y  
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED
COS XON/COM 1/Ua , UK ,  Z I  , Y I  , Z ,  Z 2 ,  N2 , li 3 , L -
C0«S0N/C0M2/AT,AH,  ATET2, A??,APS,AK m
COaXON/COHJ/VN,VH,TEX,K1,COI ,ADSNB,COSIN,COSK
} U Ut r ^  I 
DIMENSION R1 (100)  ,A K (1 0 0 )  , R C ( 1 0 0 )  , A I  (100)  ,  
DIMENSION E 2 ( 1 5 0 )  ,A K D (15 0 )  ,  ANN (1 50 )  ,SUM (1
COaMON/COM4/*FN,ENRTTI ,  ENP.L Ï I ,  ÊNELLI ,  EKETLI , K ,CS,  Cl , CL, Ï E Î Î 1 , 1 Ë I L  
C 0 a M 0 N /C 0 M 5 /£ T ,G A M l ,o A M I ,G A H L ,A B l ,C C A ,A B 1 , RPPD,BPSD, KSSD, 
1ES?D,RCC 
C O a H O N /C O S 6 /E 1 ,A K ,K C ,A I ,A E 2 ,T  
C0MHÜH/CÜM7/DSEED
C O n a O N /C O M lO /K a « ,T A I ,b A T ,T IT ,K A Y ,Z D lR ,A E A  





AH 1N = C0CUbR*SIN (GAMl)
AK1D=COSOEI*SIN(ET)
I F  ( A H 1 D .E 2 .0 . )G O T O l1 3  
AB1=AH1N*(AH1+ÀBS( Z I )  ) /AH ID 
AR=AH1/C0ET 
G 0 I 0 1 18
113 A«=0.
118 CONTINUE
I F  (C S .E v I .C I )  o ü l ü  114
BEia=ENRLLI
B E I = 1 . / 3 E T A
I F  Î ( 1 . - B E T A ) . L T . 0 . 0 0 0 0 1 ) 0 0 1 0 2 2 2  
B £ T T = 1 . / l 1 . - B E I A )
I F  (B A T . L ^ . 1 . ) G0TG224 
I F  (HAND.L E . BETA)GOI0222  
IA T = 1 .




E T = T E T I1




T A I = 0 .
8FN=BEI  











A LF=1 . /ALFA
I F  ( A L F A .E Q .1 . ) G 0 I0 2 3 2  
A L P L = 1 . / ( 1 . - A L F A )
G0T0234
232 CONIINÜE  
ALFL=0.
A P I = P I * . 5  
TETL=API  
234 CûiJTINUE
I F  ( à A I . E u . 1 , )  GÜI0244  
I F  (BAND.LE.ALFA)GÙT024 2 
TAT=1.
K A Y = 1 . /K  
WFN=ALFL 
C3 = CL 
RCC=RSPD 
ET=TETL
I F ; Z D I E . E v . 0 . ) G O I O 2 4 4  
ECC=-RCC 














I F  ( C C A .G I . 1 . ) G D T 0 2 5 2  
3ÜT0129  
252 CONTINUE






DIMENSION E l  (100)  ,A K ( 1 0 0 )  ,R C ( 1 0 0 )  , A I ( 1 Ü 0 )  ,Au1 (100) , A R 2 'J 0 J )
DIMENSION R2 (150)  ,A K D (15 0 )  ,A K N(150 )  , SUM (150) , T ( 1 5 0 )
DIMENSION GCO'IOO)
DOUBLE PRECISION D3EED 
COMMON/CuMl/UK,UK, ZX , Y I , Z , 2 2 , N2, N3 , L 
C0M M 0N /C 0K 2 /A T ,A H ,A TE I2 ,A PP ,A PS,A R  
C0MM0K/C0H3/VN,VM, T E Î , N1 , CO1 , ADENd, COSLN, CÛSS
C0MM0N/CUM4/h-FN,£NRr i I ,  E NRLI I  , ENELL I ,  E N B I L I ,  K ,  C S, Cl  , CL, T E H  1,  lE TL  
C0MMGN/CÜM5/ET, GA«1 ,GA«X,GAML,AH1 , CCA , AR1 , r. PPD, EPSD , SS5 D,
1F.SPD,RCC 
C 0 M M 0 N /C 0 M b /R l ,A K ,R C ,A I ,A R 2 ,T  
CÜMM0N/C0M7/DSEED
C 0 3 M O K /C O a iO /M M M ,T A T ,B A T ,T I I ,K A Y ,Z D I t ,A R A
COMMON/COMI1/GCO
NIT = K1- 1
0 0 5 5 1 I K = 1 , N I T
E2 ( IK )  =R1 ( IK +1 )
551 CONTINUE ^
D05551=1 ,N1  
I F  ( I . E 0 . 1 ) G 0 T 0 2 6 2  
A E 2 ( I ) = A R 1 ( I )  + 8 2 ( 1 - 1 )
AER = AE1 ( D / A E 2  ( I )
AK ( I )  =ARt*GCO ( I )
A I  ( I )  =SQF.I (AK ( I ) )  * A I  ( 1 - 1 )  * E C ( I - 1 )
G0T0555  
262 CONTINUE
A I ( 1 ) = 1 . / 8 1  ( I )




DIMENSION I IM E 1  ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) , VCDAI1 ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) ,HCDAT1 (30000)
DIMENSION X (1500 )  , XI  ( 1 5 0 0 ) , Y2 (1500 )
INTEGER P (300 0 0 ) , 2  (3 0 00 0 )  , PE,ABA
DGU5L3 PRECISION DSEEj  
C O M M O K /C O M 1 / O E ,U N , Z I , Y I , Z ,2 2 ,N / , N 3 , L  
CGÜMÛN/C0M2/A I,AH,A Ï E I 2 , AP?,APS, AS 
C0MM0N/CÜM3/VN,V a , I £ T , N 1 , C O I , ADENS, CÛS1N, CoSE
C O M M G N / C O M % / k F N , E ü S I T I , 2 N S L I I , E N ^ L L I , E ü S T L I , K , = S , C I , C L , T E I I 1 , l E l ^
CÛMM0N/C0M7/DSEED
C u a ü O K /C ü 3 8 /X 1 ,Y 2 ,P
C 0 a . '1 0 N /C 0 2 9 /T IM E l ,T lH S 2 ,  VCDAT1,HCDAT1 ,yC D A I^ ,H C D A l2  
N = 8Ü0 
K = 850  
D 010 I=1  , N 
X I  : i )  = 0 .
Y 2 ( I ) = Û .
10 CONTINUE 
D I = . 0 1  
IW=20
KJ = 0 —
DO l5 I=1 ,D i3  o
Q ( I ) = P ( I )
15 CONTINUE 
D041K=1,N3  
D040J =1 ,N 3
I F  (?(K) .Ew. Q(J)  ) 5QÎÜ44  
GÛTO40 
44 I F  ( K . E 3 - J )  G0T0a2  
Q(J)  =0 .
301 340  
42 Q (K) =0-  
KJ=KJ+1
T IK E !  (KJ) =TIMH1 (K)
VCDAT1 (KJ)=VCDAI1 (K)




11= IN I  t l l M E l  (K) / D I )
0 0 1 0 0 1 = 1 ,2 0  
I F  ( I . L E . 1 0 ) GOTO 11 
N= ( I W - I ) / 1 U .
G0T013  
11 B = I / 1 0 .
13 J J = 1 + I I
XI  (J J )  =VCDAT1 (K) * *  + X l  (JJ)
Y2 (JJ )  =KCDAT1 (K) * *  + Y2 (JJ)
100 CONTINUE 
1 = 0
D 0 2 00 K = 1 00 ,k  
1 =  1+1
X ( I )  = K * . 0 1
XI t l )  =X1 (K)
Y 2 ( I ) = Y ^ ( K )
WEITE :& ,2 7 )  X ; i )  ,X1 ; i )  ,Y 2  [ I )
27 FORMAT ( 4 i , 3 f 15.  6)
200 CONTINUE 
NU=I
F = 3 6 . / a 0 .
CALL PLOT( 0 . 0 , 2 . 0 , - 3 )
CALL FACTOR (f)
X ( N 4 + 1 ) = 1 .
X ( N U + 2 ) = 1 .
X I  (N 4+ 1 ) = - .  0024  
X I  [N4 + 2) = . 0 0 0 3  
Y2 ( N 4 + 1 ) = - . 0 0 2  
Y2 JN4 + 2 ) = . 0 0 2
CALL AXIS ( 0 . , 0 . , ' T I M E  OF Ü I T5 • ,  -  12,  7 .  ,  U. , X (i.4 + 1 ) ,  X ' N4 + 2 ) ) 
CALL A X I S ( 0 . , 0 . , • VEET. COMP. OF D iS P .  TBANS.# 2 * , 2 9 ,  5. , 3 0 .  , 
5X1 (N + +1) ,X1  (K4 + 2) )
CALL L I N E ( X , X I , N 4 , 1 , 0 , 0 )
CALL PLOT ( 1 2 . , 0 . , - 3 )
CALL AXIS ( 0 . , 0 . , 'T IM S  OF HITS • , -  1 2 , 7 . , 0 . , X (ù4 +1) , X (N 4 1 2) ) 
CALL AXIS ( 0 . , G . , » H 0 E 2 .  COMP. OF D IS P .  TEAKS. # 2 * , 2 9 ,  5 . , 9 0 .  ,  
bY2 'H4+ 1) ,Y2  (N4 + 2) )
CALL LIrtE ( X , Y 2 , K 4 , 1 , û , Û )  




- JES2 JOB STATISTICS ------------
508 CAEDS HEAD
Ü SÏSOUT PRINT HSCOHDS 
0 SYSGUT PUNCH REC0B3S 




COMPUTER PROGRAM LIST FOR 
SURFACE LOAD
/ / IN C P L A T Z  JOb # # # # # # ♦ # , •  EmÜMI ' ,  CLÀb b= N, I  ï  Pr.U.N = C J P ï , Jûb 2c52
/ /  ESG10S=2043K
/♦J0BPAE.1 P = ? û O C û 1 ,L l t<ES =1 0 ,F =90 02 ,  UwS = TN,FZ3=bObc
/ /  EXEC FOETGCLG,PAnil .LKZLi='SIZE= (2J43) ' , PASd. G0= • JEV ICE^PLOIVàO •
/ / F O H T .S Y S IN  DD *
EEAL P I ,K ,K A Y
DOUBLE PRECISION DSESD
DIMENSION TIME1 (3 0000 )  , VCDA11 (30 JoO) , HCDAII  [300 vO)
DIMENSION g 1 (1 00 )  ,AK (100)  ,HC ( 100) , A I  (100)  , a & 1 ( 1 0 0 )  , AH2( 1 JO)
DIMENSION « 2 ( 1 3 0 )  ,AKD (130) , AKK ( ISO) ,SUK (1 j J )  , I  ( loO)
DIMENSION A (2240 )  ,X1 (2240) , Y 2 ( 2 2 4 0 )
DIMENSION GCO(IOO)
IN IEGEE P ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) , Q(30000 )  ,PE,AHA  
C0MM0K/C0M1/UK,UK,2 1 , Y I , Z , Z 2 , N 2 , N 3 ,  L 
CÜSMÜN/CÛM2/AT,A H ,A T E I2 ,A P P ,A P 3 ,  AR
CDMM0N/CÜM3/VN, V M , I ET, N 1 , C O I , AOEKH,COS!H, CÜ35 _
C0MM0N/CûM4/KF«,£NRTTI ,  E N E L I I , E N E L L I ,  EN r .T L I , K, CS, CT , CL, T E T U ,  I  E l -  w
C0MM0K/C0M5/£T,GAM1 ,GArtT,GANL,Ari1,CCA,Afi1 , f .PPD,£PSD,£S5D,
1SSPD,P.CC 
COMKONyCOMb/KI ,AK,EC,AI ,AR2,T  
CüMMüN/Cüa7/DS££û  
C0MM0N/CÛi18/Xl ,  Y2,P
CQMMON/COrtS/T IMEI,T IM£2,VCDAI 1 , HCDAT1 , VCLAI2,  HCDAT2










YT = AY 
Z l = 1 5 .
Z I T = - Z T
Y I B 3 = Z T - 1 .
ISU M I1=0  





2 1 = 1 5 .
D01IJK=1 , N'l 
H 1 ' I J K ) = 0 .
AE1 ( U K )  =0-  
1 CONTINUE 
AH1=0.
SUM '1)  = 0 .
IBA = 0
C T = 3 .0 5  -
TM A X = 1 2 .*2 .  »ZT /CL  cr,
CALL U I
I F  ( M K M . E j . 1 ) GOIÛ300  
I iO400fl=1,  NX 
I F  (C S .E 3 .C L )  GÜIC26  
N = 1
PE=N* (2 * *M )
G0T027  
26 N = 0
PE= M *( 2 * * 2 0 )
27 IBA=IBA+PE








I F  ( Y I . G E . Y i a i . A K D . Y I . L S . Y I b 2 )  GOTO l i b  
10 I F  ( Y I . G T . Y I B 2 ) GÜID330  
126 R1 (M) =AT
T I M 2= Hi (M) /CS  
I F  ( H . E Q . 1 ) GOTObSI 
3'JM(S)= S O a (M - l )  + I IM E  
GD=YI
GCO (M )=JN1/3D  
G0T0253  
251 CONTINUE
SUM ;X) = T I “.E 
253 CONTINUE
I F  {SUM (M ) .G S .  Ta AX) GUT03 00
I F  ( Y I . G E . Y T B 1 .  A N b . Y I . L E .  YT32) GJ'i J236
G0X0233
2 3 o I F  (AbS ( 2 . I - 2 I I )  . L E . . Û 1 )  J0T023U
GÛT0233 _
234 ISUHT1=IS UM I1+1  ^  
P ( IS 3 M I1 )  =IBA
BAT=1.
T i a s i  t i s ü M î i )  =sua jm) * c l / ' 2 . * l t )
NN=M 
N1 = NN 
GQT0235 
233 BAT=0.
235 c a l l  EEATIO 
c a l l  CHOREE 
T ( r t )= IA T
EC J«)=BCC 
AE1 (a) =AR 
2b3 CONTINUE
I F  ( U N .E Q ,0 . ) GDTO300 
I F  ( U N . G T . O . ) G0TÜ264
I F  ( Y I . G E . Y T B 1 .A N D . Y I . L L . Y T B 2 )  GJTJ60 0 
264 CONTINUE
CALL KEPLEC
I F  Î V h . L î . O . ) G0TO29
OM=SIN(£T)
'dN = COS (E l )
3 0 T 0 3 1 1 
29 EE=ARCOS(VH)
E IE a =  ( T E T - E I )  +EE 
UM = SIN (E IEE)  
üh=CùS(ETEE)
311 TET=ET
I F (  S'Ja (M) . GI .THAX) Gü T 0 3 j Q 
400 CONTINUE 
3 01 0 30 0  
600 CONTINUE 
:C CALCULATION OF AMPLITUDE COEF.,AK  
CALL UTHETA
I F  (A I  ( 1 ) . E i . O . ) GÜT030Û 





I F  ( C S . E j . C I )  G 0 I08
HCD AT1( I3U MT1)=AKT11*SIN  'G A S l ) +ALPP*SIN ( 3 AML)- A t ? S * C O S (GAMl)
VCDAT1 ( ISUMT1) = -AKTl1*CGS (GAM1) +ABPP*COS(GAME)+A3PS+SIN (3A3 I )
GOTO300
3 HCDAIl  ( IS U f lT i )  = + AKT11*C0S (GAHl) + 6 6 P P *3 IN  (3AAL) -ASPS*COS (GASI)
VC0AT1 ( ISUHT1) =+A K T 1 1*3 IN  (GAKI) +AHPP*C03 (GArtL) +ARP3*3IN (3A.iT)
300 CONTINUE 
N2 = JJ 
N3=ISUMT1
WEITE ( 6 , 9 0 0 0 )  I S U i i l l  





SUBROUTINE UI  
:C UI  CALCULATES DIRECTION COSINE OF INCIDENT BAY 
:C UM,UN - .DISECTION COSINES 
F.EALPI,PHI
DOUBLE PRECISION DSSED
DIMENSION f i l ' 1 3 0 )  ,A K (1 0 0 )  ,EC(1üÛ)  , A I ( 1 U 0 )  ,AR1 (10J)  , A R 2 (1 jJ )
DIMENSION 52 :150) ,AKD £150) ,  ÀKN C1SÜ) ,SUM (15Ü) , T ;1 d D)
INTEGER P ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) ,Q (30000)  , PE,ARA 
C O M M O N /C O M l / U a , U N , Z 1 , Y I , 2 ,Z 2 , N 2 , N J , L  
COMMON/Cofi2/AT,AH, A IE T 2 ,  APP,APS, AR 
COMMÛN/COM3 /V N , VM, T S I , N 1 , C G I , ADENE, COSIN, CoSR
C0MM0N/CL»M4/l iFN,ENF:II I ,  £N R L l i ,  ENR1.LI, El, 5 I L L ,  K ,CS ,C  I ,  CL, IE  I 1 1 , TEIx.
C0MM0K/CGM5/EI ,GAM1, GAM I ,GAML , AH1 , CCA, AR1 ,5PPD,EPSD,HSSD,
1RS?D,RCC
C 0 M M 0 N /C G M b / f i1 ,A K ,E C ,A I ,A R 2 , I
CÜMM0N/COM7/DSEED
COM MO K/CÜ M1 0/M M M , I A I , B A T , I I T , K A Y , Z D I R , A R A , 1 C 3  
P I  = 3 .1 U 1 5 9 2 7
141 HPHI = GGUBFS tDSEED) °°




P H I = P I * E P H i
I F ' P K I .  3 T . P I / 2 . )  GOT0143 
MKM=1 
G0T0142  
143 T E I = P I - P H I  
MKM = 0
UK = C0S (PHI )
UM = 5 iN  (PHI)
RPHA=G3UBFS(DSEED)











C AT-.?ARA«ETEt = DISIANCE FROM ORIGIN ORFIESI  
DIMENSION K1 'J 3Û) ,AK (100)  ,HC [100)  , A I  (1 
DIMENSION E2 ;13U) ,A K O (150)  , ANN (150)  ,SU 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED
/r: v  m :  t t  v t  r? rr . % . « j »
UBRO I
METEt= I I
(1 0  
T M E N S I u K  R  '  5 Ü J . A D  f
n EÂI
i i i . 1  J., L a A L L






, T 1 Î , K A Y , Z D I R , AKA,,cAT
I F  (UN) 7





10 A T = ( Z - Z I ) / U N  







CC CALCULATION OF REFLECTiiJ RAY, VI 
H E A L P I ,? H I
DIMENSION R1 pDO) ,AK(1U0) ,K C (1 0 0 )  , A I  C1UÜ) ,AE1 (100)  , AR2(1J0)
DIMENSION 8 2 ( 1 5 0 )  ,AKD (150) , AKh (150) ,5JM (160) , 1 (160)
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED
COMMON/COM1/D M , ON, Z I , Y I , Z , Z 2 , N2, N 3 , L 
C0iiK0K/C0r t2 /AT,AH, A I ET2,  A?P, APS, Au 
C 0 M M 0 N /C 0 M 3 /V N ,V M ,T E I ,N I , C O I .A D E N R ,C O S IN ,CüSü
C O « M O N /C O i lU /W F N ,E K R I I I ,E N R L I I ,E N R L L I ,  ENEI L I  , K , C 3 ,  0 I  , CL, T E I i  1 , I  STL 
C0MR0K/C0M5/ET,GA31 ,GAMT,3AML,Ari1 ,CCA,  AR1 ,RPPD, R?SO,RSSD,
1RSPD,SCC
CÜM M ÜN/CÜMC/E1,AK,RC,A I,AR2, I
C0MMUN/CÛM7/DSZED
C O M M O N /C O H 1 0 /M a K ,T A X ,B A I , I I I ,K A Y , 2 D I Ü , AEA, iCS  





H« = 0 -  







SUBROUTINE EEAIIO  
CC CALCULATION OF THE ENERGY RATIOS
DIMENSION E l  (100) ,A K (1 0 0 )  , RC ( 1JÜ) ,  A I  (1 00) ,ARl (1 00) ,  AS2 ( 100)
DIMENSION B 2 (1 50 )  ,AKD ( 1 5 0 ) ,AKN (150) ,SUÜ ( 1 5 0 ) , I (150)
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
REAL P I ,K ,K A Y
COMMON/COMI/ U n , UN, Z I , Y I , 2 , 2  2 , N 2 , N 3 ,L  
C0MM0N/C0M2/AT,AH,A IET2,A?P,APS,A B  
C 0 K « 0 N /C 0M 3 /V K ,V K ,T E T ,K 1 ,C 0 I ,A D E N B ,  CJ51N,C0SR
C 0 K M 0 K / C 0 K 4 / * F ü , Z h & i T I , E N R L I l , E a R L L l , 2 N K T L I , K , ü S , L T , C l , l E I : 1 , I E : L  
C 0 d H U K /C ü M 5 /E T ,Ü A % 1 ,J A M I ,G À 5 L ,à H l ,C C A ,A R l .K P P D ,R ? S D ,ü 5 3 j ,  
1RSPD,ECC 
COaflOK/CÜMô/El,  AK,hC, A I ,  A E 2 , i  
C0MM0H/C0M7/DSEZD
COMMON/COMlO/af iM,IA:,  x iA T , T IT , K À Ï , Ü D IR ,  ARA,ILS  
K=CL/CT
I F  ( C S . E j . C T ) G U I Ü I  10 
CC CALCULAIS ENERGY BATIOS TO LONGITUDINAL INCIDENCE  
TET1=TEÎ  
CCA=0.
AT£T1 = S IN (1ET1)
TE IT=ATET1/K  
T £ T T 1 = A E 5 I N l I E I T )
COSE=COS (TETT1)
C 0 S IN = C 03 (X E T I )
UMS2=ATET1*ATEI1  
AUMSQ='AÎST1/K) * * 2  
A C C = 1 . - 2 . *AUM32 
AC1=1. -AU«S2
ACCT= ( 4 . * U M S 3 * C ü S I N ) / ( K * K * A )
RPS = + (4 . *A T E T 1 *C 0 S IN *A C C )  /K  







3 0 T 0 1 11 
110 TET2=IET
A TEI2=S IN  ( IE T 2 )
CCA=ATET2*K
IF (CC A . G I .  1 . )G Ü T 0 2 9 1  
TEIL=ARSIN(CCA)
CUSIN = COS (T E I2 )
C0SK = C05 (TE IL)
U H S Q = A I£ î2 * A IE i2  
AÜ.1SQS= ( 1 . - C C A * * 2 ) / ( K * K )
ACCS=1. - 2 . * U f iS S
RSP=- ( 4 . *A ÎE T 2 *C O S IN *A C C S /K )
ESS=-(ACCS*ACC S-4 . *ÜM S2*Cùa IW *S^&T(AÜSS^S))

















CC CHOREE CHOOSES DIRECTION OF REELECTED RAÏ
DIMENSION R1 (100) , AK(IOü)  , f i C ( U a )  ,  A I  (100)  ,A£t1 (1Ü0) , AR2 (1 JO)
DIMENSION R 2 (1 5 0 )  ,A K D (150 )  ,AKN(150 )  ,SUK (15J) , I  ( 150)
REAL P I ,K ,K A Y  
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
C O K a O N / C O K l / U M , O N , Z I , Y l , Z , Z 2 , N 2 , N 3 , L  
C0M K0N/C0M 2/& Ï ,A H ,A IE T 2 ,A P R ,A P S ,A R  
C 0 a M 0 K /C 0 f l3 /V K ,V M ,T E X ,N 1 ,C 0 I ,A D E N i ,C O S IN ,C 0 5 R
C J M M 0 N /C 0 M 4 / * E N ,E N E T I I ,ENR L T I , £ N R L L I , ENE X L I , K, C S , C l , C L , I £ I I 1 , IE xL  




COÎÎÜOK/COKI 0 /M aM ,TAT,  BAT, T I T ,  KA ï ,  ZDIR ,  A H A , I  CS 




CûS2EI = CüS(GAKI)»CÜS(GÀKl ) *CUS (GAdl)
AH1N=COCOE&*SIN(GAKl)
AB1D=C0S2&I*S IN(ET)
I F  (A H 1D .EQ.0 . ) 5 0 1 0 1 1 3  




118 I F  (CS.EQ.CT)GOTO 114 
BETA=ENKLLI  
E E I= 1 . /B E T A
I F  ( ( 1 . - 5 5 I A ) . L T .O .O U J û 1) 3 010 222  -
B E T T = 1 . / ( 1 . - £ E I A )  £
I F ( B A I . E y . 1 . )  G0T0224  
I F  (RAND.LE.BETA)GÜT0222  
T À I = 1 .
ÏF«=BEIT 












E l - T E T  
224 CONTINUE






114 ALFA=ENhITl  
ALF=1. /ALFA  
I F  (ALFA.EQ. 1 . ) G 0 I0 2 3 2  




A P I = P I * . 5  
TETL=API  
234 CONTINUE
I F  (B A T .2 2 . 1 . ) GÜT0244 
I Î  (RANÛ.LE. ALFA) G0T0242  
TAT=1.
K A Y=1 . /K  
WfN=ALFL 
CS = CL 
HCC=fiSPJ 
ET=TETL




T A I = 0 .
KFN=ALF 
CS = CT 
ECC=fiSSD 





A P ? = a S P D  
APS=E3SD 
120 CON’TIKUE
I F  (C C A -G T .1 . ) GÛT0252 
GJT0129  
252 CONTINUE
C C I= C T /A T E I2  






DIMENSION SI (100) ,A K {1J0 )  ,S C ( 1 J 0 )  , A I ( 1 0 0 )  ,AF 1 (100) ,AE2 ;10U) -
DIMENSION a 2 ( 1 5 0 )  ,AKD(150)  ,AKN(150 )  ,SUM ( ISO) , T ( 1 5 0 )
DIMENSION GCO (100)
DOUBLE PRECISION DSSED 
COMMON/COM1 /Ü M , UN, Z I , Y I , Z , Z 2 , N2 , N3, L 
COMMON/COa2/Aî,AH,ATST2, APP, APS, AR 
COMMOK/C OH3/7N,VM,TET,N1 ,C0 I ,  ADENH,CÛS1N,CÜ3K
C0MMUN/C0H4/WFN,ENP.TI I,  ENELTI ,  ENBLLI ,  E N H IL I  , K, CS, Cl , CL,  1 ET11 , 1 E IL  
COKMOK/CO«5/ST,GA«1, GAM1, 3AML, AR1 , CCA, AB1 , hPPD,RPSD.ESSD,
1S5PD,ECC 
C 0 M K 0 N /C 0 M 6 /B 1 ,A K ,E C ,A I ,A B 2 ,T  
COMKON/COM7/Û3EED
COMMON/COM 10/.MME, TAT, BA T,  I I  I ,  KAY, Z D I h ,  ASA, ICS
COMMON/COMI1/GCO
N IT = N 1 -  1
D 0 5 5 1 I K = 1 , N I I
32 ( IK )  =31 ( IK+1)
551 CONTINUE
0 0 3 5 5 1 = 1 , N1 
I F  ( I . E Q . 1 ) GOT0555
as2 ' I )  = a & i  [ I )  +R2 (1 - 1)
AHH = AP.1 ( I )  /AR2 ( I )
AK ( I )  =A aa*ac o  ( i )
AI  ( I )  = S j R I  (AK ( I )  ) * A I  ( 1 - 1 )  * : < C ( I - 1 )





REAL P I , K , K 2 , K 3  
COMPLEX UTTA 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED
DIMENSION f i l  (100)  ,A K (1 0 0 )  ,R C ( 1 0 0 )  , A I ( 1 0 0 )  ,ARl (1 00) , Ak2 ( 1 JO) 
C ü % M 0 N / C 0 ü 1 / U A , U N , Z I , Y I , Z , Z 2 , N 2 , N 3 , L 
C 0M K 0N /C 0M 3 /VN ,V M ,T E T ,N 1 ,C 0 I ,A D E N R ,C O S IN ,C jS R
C0MM0K/C0K4/i«FN , E i J a i I l ,  EN R LT I ,EN R LL l ,EK R TL i  , K ,C S ,  C r ,C L ,  l E i n  , r S I L
C ü K « ü N /C û « b /B 1 ,A K ,E C ,A I ,A R 2  -
C0MM0N/C0K7/DSEED m
COSMON/COM10/MMM,TAT,BAT,T1T,KAY, Z D I a , ARA, ICS
COMMON/COM12/IETTA
C 4 U = .2 5




AP2=B1 ( 1) * C 4 4 * S Q E T ( 2 . * P I ) / ( C 4 4 * P I * 3 0 . )
I F ( I C S . E Q . 1 ) GGIÜ121 
X = A*S1N ( lETTA)
X 2 = 2 . * T E T IA
AB=X*X
SX2 = S IN (X2)
XQ =2.*AB-K2
XSQ=Xg*XQ
XS= ( A B - 1 . ) *  (AB-K2)
I F  (A B .L T ,  1 . ) G0IG123  
XK3Q8=SQRT (A B - 1 . )
XSH=K3»SX2*XKS2E
I F  (AB.GE. 1. . AND. AB- L I .  K2) GDI0124  
XSQfi = SC)ET (XS)
FTHETA=XSQ-4.*AB*XS2iv
Ü I IE Ià = - X S E i / ( Â P 2 * F IK E T A )
30TÜ125
124 XS2E=CMPLX J O . ,5 Q E T ( -X S )  ) ♦CMPLX J 4 . , 0 . )  * : 3 P L X ( A B , 0 . )
FTHETA=CfiPLX ( X S Q ,0 . )  -XSQS
UITA=C«PLX (X S E ,0 .  ) *CMPLX ( - 1 .  , 0 .  ) /  (F TtiBI  A+CH PLX ( AP2 ,  0.  ) )
Ü I IETA=££AL (UTTA)
3CT0125  
123 XK5QE = S2HT (ABS ( A f a - 1 . ) )
XS35=SQ: i T (X3)
FTHETA=XSQ+4.*A0*X52B  
XR= ( -K 3*S X 2)
•JITA=CMPLX (Xiv,0.  ) ♦CHPLX {0 .  , XKSQfi) /  (CKPLX (A?2, Ü.) * 0 2  Px.X I FTi iEî  A , 0 . ) )
UTTSTA^ESAL (UTTA) _




Y=C03 ( l E T I A )
XS= ( A b - 1 . ) *  (AB-K2)
XSiS = SQRT (XS)
XC= (2 . *A B -K 2 )
XSQ=XQ*X2
FT ü E IA = X 5 Q + 4 . *AB*XSQR 
UE = + ( Y *  ( - X 2 ) ) / ( A P 2 * F IH E T A )






DIMENSION I IM E 1  ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) , VCDAI1 ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) ,H:DAT1 (30000)
DIMENSION X (2 240 )  ,X  1 (22 40 )  ,  Y2 (2240)
INTEGER P ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) , Q ( 3 0 0 0 0 ) , P E , ARA 
DOUBLE PRECISION DSEED 
C0M«0N/C GK1/US,Ü N , Z I , y i , Z , Z 2 , R z , n 3 , L  
COJMON/CÛK2/AT,AH,ATET2,A??,APS,AR  
CO M K O N /C O M 3/V S ,V M , IE T ,N l ,C a i ,A D E N B ,C 0 5 IN ,C C 5R
C0aî1ÛN/CuMÜ/ lfFN,EHETI I ,  E N H i . r i , E N t i L L I , E K R I L I , R , C S , C I , C ; L ,  l E I l  1 ,x£ i 'L
C0MM 0N/C0a7/DSEED
C O M aO N/CO M 8/A l , ï2 ,P
CO aM O S/C O M 9/ I IH E l ,T IM E 2 ,V C D A I1 ,n C D A T l  , VCDAI2 ,  fiC DAT2 
N=1200  
DO 1 0 1 = 1 , N 
XI  ( I ) =0 .
Y2 ( I )  = 0 .
10 CONTINUE 
D I = . 0 1  
Ifc = 80
KJ=0 _
D 0 1 5 1 = 1 ,S 3  g




I F  (P (K) . S Q . a ( J )  ) G0T044 
3OTO40 
44 I F ( K . E Q . J )  G 0 I0 4 2  
Q ( J ) = 0 .
GOIO40 
42 Q ( K ) = 0 .
KJ=KJ+1
TIME1 (KJ) =TIfiE1 (K)
VCDAT1 (KJ) =VCDAT1 (K)




I I  = IN T  (TIME1 (K) / D I )
D 0 1 0 J I = 1 , I K
I F ( I . S E . 1 . A N D . I . I E . I K ) GüTûl 1 
W = 0 .
GGIÜ13
n  K = i .
13 J J = I + i I
X I  ; j j )  =VCDAT1 ( K ) * K  + X1 (JJ)
Y2 (JJ)  = HCDAIl  ( K ) * *  + Y 2 (J J )
100 CONTINUE 
D O 2 0 0 I= 1 ,N
X ( I )  = I * D I
XI  (1 )= X 1  ( I )
Y2 ( I )  =Y2 ( I )
WRITE ( b , 27) X ( i ;  , X 1 ( I ) , Y 2 ( I )
27 F O R f tA I (U X ,3 F 1 5 .b )
200 CONTINUE 
N4 = N
CALL PLOT ( 0 . 0 ,  2 . 0 , - 3 )  g'
CALL SCALE ( X , 8 . , N 4 , 1)
CALL AXIS (0.,0.,'TIME OF Hi. IS • , -12 , 8. , 0 . , X { N4 +1 ) , X ( N4+2 ) )
CALL S C A L E ( X 1 , 5 . , N 4 , 1 )
CALL AXIS ( 0 . , 0 . , * VEST. COKP. OF D IS P ,  L E A N S . s 2 ' , 2 9 , 5 . , 0 0 . ,
5X1 (N4+1) ,X1  (N4+2) )
CALL L I N E ( X , X I , N 4 , 1 , 0 , 0 )
CALL PLOT( 1 2 . , 0 . , - 3 )
CALL SCALE ( X , S .  , K 4 ,  1)
CALL AXIS ( 0 . , 0 . , ' T I K E  OF KITS • , ~ 12 , 8 .  ,  0 .  , X ( K-+4-1 ) , X ( N4+2) )
CALL SCALE ( Y 2 , 5 . , N 4 , 1)
CALL AXIS ( 0 . , 0 . , ' H O H Z .  COMP. OF D IS P .  IKAwS. # 2 * , 2 9 , 5 . , 9 0 . ,  
bY2 (N4+ 1 ) , Y 2  (N4 + 2) )
CALL L I N E ( X , Y 2 , N 4 , 1 , 0 , 0 )
CALL PLOT ( 8 . , , - 3 .  , 9 9 9 )
RETURN
DEBUG SUBCHK 
END
//
